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Foreword

HE National Committee on Research in Secondary
.. 1. Education, which took. such an active part in the

National Survey of Secondary Education during its prop-
ress, has been no less interested in follow--up of the survey
after its complétion. The suggestions coming Ifrom this
organization have been most. valuable. The present publi-
cation is an outgrowth of one of those suggestions made
by the members of the committee to the Office of Education
through Carl A. Jessen, of the Office staff, who is also secre-
ary of the committee and was from 1929 to 1932 coordinator
of the National Survey of Secondary Education.

In the preparation of this bulletin Mr. Jessen has had
helpftil advice and assistance from members ql the staff of
The Nfttional Survey of Secondary Education, who examined
the materials prepared on the respecave monographs of
which they are authors; from Harl R. Douglass, of the
University, of Minnesota, and D. H. Eikenberry, of -Ohio
State University, who reviewed parts of the manuscrilA while
it was in preparation; and especiallSrfrom Lelpard V. Koos,
of the University of Chicago, who was associate director of
the survey, and contributed materially. to revision and im-
provement of the present manuscript.

The bulletin on Needed Research in Secondary Education
is issued in the belief that it will be useful to workers in
educational research and through them to school§ and
educators throughout the Nation.

BESS° GOODYKOONTZ,

o Assistant Commissioner of E4ucgtion.
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PURPOSE OF THIS PUBLICATIONis"

THE publication and wide circulation of the monographs
of the Nátional Survey of Secondary Education offer an

appropriate background for a statement on research needed
in secondary education. The survey itself, comprising in
the aggregate more than 4,400 printed pages, is a collection of
important research studies relating to organization of schools,
the pupil, administrative and supervisory problems and per-
sortnel, the carric.ulum, and the extracurriculum. It is to be
noted that a number of important fields were omitted from
consideration in-the survey. These omissions were made by
intention. Among them are history of secondary education,
objectives, .finance, training of teachers, and buildings and,
equipment. This limitation on subjects is carried through
also in the present publication.

This bulletin, in fact, follows rather closely the plan and
content of the survey monographs. For instance, quotations
and summaries of statements regarding needed research taken
from the monographs appear frQm time to time in these
pages. Where, as happens with most of the monographs, no
listing of research studies is included, attempt has been made
to draw out the implications and suggestions for research
studies from the findings reported and the procedures em-
ploye& The writer,while feeling free to draw his material from
numerous mimes, nevertheless has throughout maintained
the viewpoint that this discussión is principally in the nature
ofa follow-up of the National Survey of Secondary Education.

No effort is made to outline the research undertakings in
detail. Such an attempt would carry the projeaefar beyond
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its purpose and Would, besides, be unnecessary, since students
of education who desire to undertake any of the studies here
suggested pan secure assistance in planning their investiga-
tions from numerous specialiitsin the various fields covered.
It is hoped that the problems reCommended may be judged
to be both imPortant, and susceptible of study by techniques
already available or possible of development on the basis of
present information.

The numbers and titles of the survey monographs and the
names of the authors follow:

1. Summary. Leonard V. Koos and staff. -

2. The' Horizontal Organization .of Secondary EducationA Com-
parison of Comprehensive and Specialized Schools. Grayson N.
Kefauver, Victor H. Noll, and C. Elwood Drake.

3. Part-Time Secondary Schools. Grayson N. Kefauver, Victor H.
Noll, and C. Elwood Drake. .

4. The Secondary-School Population. Grayson N. Kefauver, Victor
H. Noll, and C. Elwood Drake.

5. The Reorganization of Secondary Education. Francis T. Spauld-
ing, O. I. Frederick, and Leonard V. Koos.. .

6. The Smaller Secondary Schools. Emery N. Ferriss, W. H.
Gaumnitz, and P. 11:oy Brammell.

7. Secondary Education for Negroes. Ambrose Caliver.
8. District Organization and Secondary Education. Fred Engel-

hardt, William H. Zeigel, Jr., William M. Proctor, and Scove.1 S.
, Mayo. ,

.

9. Legal and Regulatory- Provisions Affecting Secondary Edircation.
Ward W. Keesecker and Franklin C. Sewell.

10. Articulation of High School and College: P. Roy Brammell.
11. Administration ;and Supervision. Fred Engelhardt, William H.

Zeigel, Jr., and Roy O. Billett. .
12. Selection and Appointment of Teachers. W. 8. Deffenbaugh and

William H. Zeigel, Jr. .

13. Provisions for Individual Differences, Marking, and 'Promotion.
. Roy O. Billed. -

14. Programs of Guidance. William C. Reavis.
15. Research in Secondary Schools.... William H. Zeigel, Jr.
16. Interpreting the Secondary hoo1 to the Public. Belmont Farley.
17. Thy Secondary-School Li . B. Lamar JOhnson.
18. Procedures in Curriculum aking. Edwin S. Lide.
19. The Program of Studies. A. K. Loomis, Edwin S. Lide, and B. -

. .

20.
IAmar Johnson. .

Instruction in English. Dora V. Smith;
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21. Instruction in the Social Studies. William G. Kimmel.
22. Instruction in Science. Wilbur L. Beauchamp.
23. Instruction in Mathematics. Edwin S. Lide.
24. Instruction in Foreign Languages. Helen M. Eddy.
25. InstruCtion in Music and Art. Anne E. Pierce and Robeit S.

Hilpert.
26. Nonathletic Extraeurricultun Activities. William C. Reavis and

George E. Van Dyke.
27. Intramural and Interscholastic Athletics. P. Roy Brammell.
28. Health and Physical Education. P. Roy Brammell.

Throughout the present publication the monographs will
be refeaed to by the riumbersassigned to them in the above
list without further detailed reference.
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH IN
SECONDARY EDUCATION

Study of 'Practices

MUCH of the educational research conducted at the
present the is characterized by a strong emphasis

on the study of practices. . This undoubtedly marks an
advance over the earlier condition when the predomina.ting
sttess was on the prejudicé or opinion of the person or
person& expressing a judgment without much regard to the
securing of any considerable amount vof objective evidence
in support of thai judgment. A sort of validation is supplied
by common practice since it refl4cts both a theory in which
many have believed and an experience in which many have
participated.

The study of practices is of tWo principal types. %The first
of thee, the mere study of statia, takes a group of schools
of a certain size, or type, 'or class, and 'studies them with a
view to learning and reporting what their practices are in a
given field. It often proceeds on the tacit assumption that
frequency of occuirence of a given practice is indicative of
desirability of that practice. In the other type, the schools
to be studied are selected on the basis of certain criteria of
excellence applied to thenr. In the study of outstanding
schools as well as in the study of unselected schools 0the
implication is present that the best practical ways of prose-
cuting any given educational undertaking aie in qperation
somewhere; the problems confronting the research worker
are to identify the schools and study their practices.
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Experimentation

It would appear, however, that theoretically better ways
of doing the job pay be possible even though these better
ways may not have been put into operation lair any school,
or, if practiced, are so difficult to find that they Are not
uncovered in the schools selected for' study, A study of................... "
what Amid be may be justified by fully as convincing a train
of logic as a stud? of what is or 'what has been.

The greatest; need in educational researche at the level of
the.secondary school is for evaluation of present and pro-
jected procedures. Obviously, evaluation may and does
come through study of practices. Obviously, also, it may
come through experimentation under which modifications
and contrtted conditions are introduced in the piactices to
render. the study more significant. There is a sort:of three-
level elialuation suggested here, the first level being a study
of results of practices in any and all schools as found, the
next being a-study of outconns of pratices in schools selected
for their outstanding qualifies, and the third a study of
educational effects under experimental conditions set up
especially for the purpose of testing theory.

'Certainl it would be unfortunate if the impresion were
4111!left that eOucational experimentation is not taking place

at the prego.mt time. Much exPerimentation is being
condùcfed. However, the experimental undertakings have
often been mgrowly limited in scope as regard's both Oases
investigated and jaumber of individuals or units cooperating
in suppliinVhe data. &pine of dip most significant experi.-
Mental studies have been 'Dade by 'students of education who
were engaged in preparing master's or doaor's dissertations;
consequently, the facilities in time and money were all too
often igadequate for a thorough canvassing of the problein
under Sonsideiation. Generally speaking, the investigations
were well planned the techniques employed were excellently
conceived and effecthrely executed but the scope of the
Audios was so restricted as to allow only tentative con-
clusions usually hedged itbout by warnings not to apply the
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findings or implications of the findings to .any situations
except' those specific ones which had been examined. Studies
more extended in iscope and involving numerous cases under
various conditions are needed if res-earch is to be most useful.
to the high-school administrator and teacher. The pros-
pectors have done a good job of exploration aind have staked
numerous promising claims; among the important functions
of future research are not only further exploration but also
extension of the diggings in search of deposits, the. existence,
of which is indicated by the findings of the prospectors.

4

Coordinated and ,Cooperative Research

Coordinated and cooperative programs are needed. These
should nqt aim at coming out with something so brand new
or so startling as never to have be.en heard or thought of
before. Rather, since they involvt the èxpenditure of con-
siderable amdunts of energy and money, the should be in
fielda which- have been well canvassed-fields 'eh Vecause
of their importance have appealed to many investigators and
in which Much preliminary work has been done. The laige
coordinated study should profit fromthese earlier investiga-
tions, not by drawing their findings together and coming out
with any sum tail of these findings (any attempt to do this
is usually futile and utterly impossible of accomplishment),
but bamining the various methods of approach and the
procedures utilized in order that the large study may center
its attack on the problems which are important and at the
sgtime time susceptible of solutipA.

A certain amount of- coordination or at least concerted
attack on educationil problemf; may be secured through
studies on the same subject by a numlnr of schools or individ-

- uals, such as, a series of dissertations on some phase of the
. currigulum or simultaneous studies on the history of educa-

tion;in various States. If such a series of studies is planned
cooperatively it is possible to Eave different portions of the
whole conducted by various persons or agencies and still
come out at the end with findings possessing unity ana
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a

coherence. This method is followed by the Commission on
.the Relation of School and College established by the' Pro-

% gressive Education Association in`1930. Through coopera-
tion in planning on the part of nearly 300 colleges and
universities with 30 secondary schools, a significant attack
is being made on th9 probkms of college entrance without .

any thought that the approach must be made in a uniform way
in the 30 schools.

The planng may be cooperatively centralized and the
execution Centralized / as, for instance, in the extensive
investigation now in progress under the auspices of the
Cooperative Study; of Secondary School Standards. This
study was begun in 1933 as a cooperative undertaking of the
six regional associations of colleges and secondary schools
representing New Eng4nd, the Middle Atlantic region, the
&tithe the North Central States, the Northwest, and the
West.. Through having representation on the committee in
charge of the study, the various associations bring together
their judgments and experiences to pie end that secondary
schools may not only be accredited on the most advanced
bases possible, but may also be stimulated to improve their
educational services progressively from year to year. By
pooling their own appropriations with the grant from an
educational foundation and employing a research staff, the
associations insure, hi addition to cooperative planning,
central gathering of facts, central tabulation of data, and
central preparation of the report, all under the close directigik
of the cooperative committee.

Any plan looking towardwcentral conduct of 'an extensive
research undertaking calls for more adequate financing than
often is available to educational projects. However, even
where finance is definitely limited it is possible to secure many
of the advantages of a iomprehensive study through 6eiatia1
or cooperative planning and 'ciPoperative execution. The
series of youth surveys conaucted during 1935 by 13 focal
communities in cooperation with the Office of Education
may aerve as an illustration of this method of attack. The
plan for these studies was witrally arriyed at through
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cooperation of a considerable nunaber of individuals and
agencies, but responsibility for the actual conduct of the
surveys, including the gathering of the information, the
tabulation of the data, and the preparation of the local
report was assumed by the individual communities. Never-
theless, the data gathered and the procedures employed were
comparable to such an extent that the results from the 13
surveys add up to a meaningful total.

The three types of coordinated research described, namely,
(1) central planning 'and diversified attack by a group of
cooperating agents, as in the Progressive Education Associa-
tion study, (2) central plaiming and unified attack from a
central source cooperatively established, as in the Cooper-

, ative Study of Secondary School Standards, and (3) central
planning and unified attack by a group of cooperating agents,
as in the youth surveys, have certain important elements
in common which probably should be commented bn before
the subject is dismissed.

In the first place, these stiis are comprehensive through
cooperative action. By poo g of resources, human and
material, they bring to bear the bist ilought and experi-
ence available on the subject under investigation and sup-
ply enough cases to give the findings an authority which
is usually lacking in limited studies. Second, all of them
involve central planning arrived at through cooperation of
a conaiderable nialir of individuals and agencies. While
uniformity in approach is not always relluired, the left hand
is at no time unaware of what the right hand is doing.
Third, because of the cooperative feature in their planning
and prosecution they hdve the advantage of continuously
educating and interesting those persons and agencies that
should be most benefited by their fihdings; this ialue has
repeatedly been demonstrated in investigations leading to .

course of study revisions in States and cities through coop-
erative action of the teaChers who ultimately put the courses
into usé. And, finally, they are more likely than individual
researches to be practical in 'their applications. It is very
easy for the scientific research worker to say, "Wait until

11
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I can check further," or "I shall give attention to that
problem when I complete my present project." But the
school board, the administrator, and the teacher cannot
wait. They know that imtortant decisions are being made
daily in 25,000 secondary schools in the United States.
14nd when they are represented on a governing board or
committee of a cooperative undertaking, they are in pósi-
tion to direct the research worker to important practical
problems and to remind him thai it is his responsibility to
supply the facts upon which conclusions and actions may
intelligently be based by those who determine the adminis-
trative policies and the classroom practices in the schools.
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FIELDS AND SUGGESTED STUDIES

9

Hori;onsal Organization of Secondaty,EduFation

THE influx of pupils to secondary schools ha§ brought
with it problem not visioned some years ago when only

a small percentage of the tkopulation continued in school
after completing the work of the elementary grades. In
those days the pupil population in secondary schools was_
much more nearly homogeneous in abilities, interests, and
needs. Now, with almost two-thirds of those of secondary
school age actually enrolled in the schools, ways must be
devised for meeting the variations in scholastic aptitudes,A
psychological composition, and vocational destination.

One way in which an effort has been made to meet some
of these problems is through expansion of the curriculum,
especially by introduction of vocational'offerings. In prac-
tice this movement has shown itself in twq principal ways,
'namely, (1) in adding vocational subjects to the programs
of existing schools and (2) in the establishment ofqrspecial-
ized schools. Monograph No. 2 of the National Survey of
Secondary Education deals with these methods as practiced,
respectively, in comprehensive and in specialized schools.

One phase of the problem concerns the extent to which
pupils select the school nearest to their homes regardless
of the specializeci work featured by the school or regardless
of other and more remote schools, either specialized or general
in character, offering the types of work desired ereeded.
Data presented in the monograph indiçate that in the three
cities studied, pupils generally selec :I I 1 IZ

specialized, because of the type of ..okis offered and not
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because of proximity of residence. Data from three cities,
however, are not conclusive. Information on thit subject
from other cities is needed and can be secured by following
the techniques described in.chapter V of Monograph N6. 2.
In addition to' throwing light on the effs t which proximity
of the school has upon its selec tion by flog pupils who register in
it, such studieswill reveal to the communities those individuals
who through improved guidance seivice may be led to more
intelligent utilization of the school opportunities provided.

Another phase of the problem to 'which the survey points
the way of investigation rather than the answer is in regard
to attitudes tind association of pupils in specialized and com-
prehensive schools. I t has been rather generally assumed
that pupils in specialized schools do hot have the opportu-

. nity to associate with pupils interested in other lines of work
-to the same extent as do pupils enrolled in coinprehensive
high schools. Thd degree to which this assumption is true
ha& never been ascertained with any conclusiveness and the
psychological changit and effects itich result from such
association or the lack of it have not been identified. A
limited study of this type.`through securing judgments of
teachers and through constnKtion and administration of
attitudes scales to pupils in specialized ahd comprehensive
high schools is described in chapter VII of Monograph No.
2. Additional studies on this subject may be made by apply-
ilíg the techniques of the survey investigation to local
situations. Diagnosis of the attitudes developed in the
various schools will riot only reveal the effect which segre-
gation has upon the attitudes of pupils, but will also serve
to define the educatiOnal task of each school so investigated.

A third phase is follow-up of pupils after they have left
school. While the follow-up studies described in Mono-
graph No. 2 were conducted to throw light on the problems
of specialized and comprehensive schools, the purposes of
follow-up studies need not be thus limited. Education is in
need of many more follow-up studies to learn what has
happened not only tq the pupils who have been graduated
but also to those whi) have dropped out of school. Enthu-.

I.
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I. .

siastic interest in studies of young people has been developed
in the years immediately following completion of the sur-
vey,' but frequently these studies are limited to those Nirho
have been graduated from high school. Moreover, the
studies generálly need to be made moreTomprehensive in
scope so as .to include, in addition to trocational and edu-
cational careers, the social-civic and cultural activities of
those who have left the schools. Becalm educational prac-
tices are so greatly in need of continuous evaluation and
because fòllow-up studies offer such large possibilities in the
way of evaluation, the opinion is ventured that this will
prove to be one of the important fields for future research
in educatiofi. Persons interepted in following it will want
to acquaint themselves with the methods and findings re-.
ported in chapter VIII of Monograph No. 2.

A study which the survey did not undertake concerns the
extent to which specialized schools are actually specialized
and in how far they are generalized in their cutriculums. It
would be illuminating to have case histories of curriculum
development in a number of schools with names indicating
specialization, for the purPose of discovering whether the
programs of studies in these schools have tended toward
more generalization or toward greater specialization.

A major method adopted for meeting the needs of the
!Loge army, of pupils registering in the schools is the estib-
lishment of a number of auxiliary forms of education, sup-
plemental mainly to the seciondary school. The principal

,representatives of these auxiliary forms, namely, part-time
cooperative, continuation, evening, and summer schools, to-
gether with porrespondence instruction, are described in
chapters of Mohographs, Nos. 2 and 3.

The part-time cooperative school is operating in a field of
great. possibilities involving as it does the training of a

I So Office of Education Bulletin 1988, no. 18-VI "YouthCommunity Surveys" and
an article on the same subject appearing in the June 1936 issue of School Life. As this is
written, the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards bas in progress two ettensive
follow-up studies of graudates and drop-outs and the American Youth Commission of the
American Council of Education has u one of Its projeds thorough-going studies of youth in
one of tbe States, in a raided!. I pity, and in a smaller community.
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young person by keepitig him on the job and in school at
the same time through a pif?e=time arrangement. Part;
time day-school echicatiop has not been widely attempted in,
the United States and vfe still 'find ourselves committed in
practice to a number of years of full-time school, then a
number of years of full-time employment (interspersed too
often with periods of full-time unemployment), and finally
a number of years of full-time retirement. The part-time
cooperative school would make easier, more certain, and less
subject to disappointment and delay the transition from
full-time school to full-time employment. Ufidoubtedly, the
reason it has not been adopted more generally is the large
number of probrems attendant upon its introductioh. It is
the function of research ,to attack the unsolved or partly
solved problems of part-time education involving such
subjects as securing jobs for the pupils, coordinating the
curriculum with work on the job, relationships with em-
ployers and with labor, and guidance of the pupils. More-
over; the part-time cooperative school idea need not be
limited to the vocational field. Research should explore its
possibilities also in achieving some of the other Objectives
in education, such as, worthy home membership, worthy
use of leisure time, and social, civic, and cultural training.

Both evening and summer schools are essentially inde-
pendent schools and as such have numerous services and
problems parallel to those found in regular day schools.
For this reason ma4 of the research studies suggested in
these pages are equally appropriate for evening and summer
schools, sometimes with little change, at other times with
modifications4o fit the character of the part-time schools.
The close relationships which exist between evening schools
and vocational education and between pem and adult edu-
cation offer opportunities for useful research on their organi-
zation and teaching probleths.

The place of the continuation school in American education
is far from determined. In recent.years its enrollment has
been greatly reduced. What is its place in the future de-
velopment of secondary education?
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Correspondence instruction offers an excellent field for
research with regard to its organization, administration,
curriculum materials, and general procedures. Various
modifications have been made and otheis undoubtedly need
be introduced in Qrder that the wbfk done may merit recog-
nition by reputable educational institutions and in order
that thos6 completing correspondence courses may have

4° their work so recognized. Wide study interests and voca-
tional ambitions of school pupils and adults await the coming
of correspondence work which will be accorded the same
degree of respeCt and iecognition that work comp1e4ed in an
educational institution now commands. It is the function
of research to point the way' toward improvement and expan-
sion of correspondence work.

Although the high school 'has had a remarkable growth,
one cannot ignore the fact that `more than one-third of those
who because of age might be expected to attend are not en-
rolled. This out-of-school group has received little attention
frobi research workers. Something 'may undoubtedly be
done for them thrpugh redirection of theftork of the tradi-
tional school and through introduction of newer agencies
such as have been discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
However, it appears likely that, change and supplement the
high school as we will, there will still remain a large number of
youths who because of pocial, economic, or personal factors
will not be drawn into the school. The development of
programs of out-of-school eduCational, vocational, and recite-
ationid 4ctivity to occupy the time of these youths, both boys
and girls, is a research problem of the greatest magnitude.

-Secondary-Sdiool Population
Oh,

The facts regarding number of pupils enrolled in secondary
schools are published periodically in the Biennial Survey of
Education issued by the Office of gducation. Insofar as
possible the data include distribution by States and by types
and sizes of schools.

While data on the popularization of secondary education
aie thus ivailable, much remains to be done in studying the
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characteristics and conditions- of the pupils it attendaiice.
As greater and greater numbers of pupils enter the schools,
the question óf demociatization is comir4 more and more
to the front. When only 10' percent of the population of
high-school age were attending high school it was accepted
as inevitable that the school would-be selective. Now with
60 or 65 percent of this population in attendance, interest
and concern are aroused about the extent to which the school
is drawing its pupils from different Agroups of our American
citizenship.

The numerous studies of intelligence and socio-economic
factors supply evidence of this interest. Usually; however,
these studies are greatly limited in extent and are not com-
parable in their findings. Need exists for many more
studies in this field; especially is it. desirable that the studies
should be closely integrated in order that the 1ndings may be
comparable. The repetition of Dr. Counts' 1920 study de-
scribed in chapter I of Monograph No. 4 is an illustration of
such coordination.

Chapter II is suggestive of a method for studying the
socio-economic status of pupils in various types of schools
and curriculums, and, in addition, provides data with which
&dings for any given school or city may be compared. The
significance of such findings for the organ4ation of individual
schools, guidance of pupils, curriculum and extracurriculum
offerings, teaching methods, and relations /with the com-
munity is so generally agreed upon as to need no elaboration.
Improvement of these procedures provide a vast field for

/A-- inquiry which will be developed further in these pagés.
A Certainly, as t e school develops training methods better

suited to pup s of different backgrounds and interests, its
service will become more and more effective; and s its
service increases in effectiveness its holding power 41 be
improved and its attractiveness to those not in schoo . will-

be enhanced. Moreover, if the techniques used in studies
of pupil personnel provide hints on how to analyze the
characteristics, attitudes, interests,' and aptitudes of that lárge
group of youth not in school, a double purPose will be serve4.

o
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Reorgani

Mono aph No. 5 presents a method of scoring the organi-
zatio i of schools. Further development and improvement
in the measures and their application are desired.2 Tht
object torbe aimed at is a rating system which will make it
possible with greater assurance to comPare the effocts and
relative success of different types of organization, to aicer-
tain, within limits, the efficiency of individual schools repre-
sentative of differing types of organization, to determine the
relationship of size of achgol to organizational type, and to
judge the effects which varyiu outlays and financial arrange-
ments for different organizational features have upon the
results secured by the schools. These viewpoints and others
are emphasized in the appendix to Monograph No. 5 froril
which the following is quoted:

The present study of secondary-hchool organization has
been subject to at least three major limitations. First,
there has been no opportunity for thorough validation of the
system of scoring used in juC !. the organization of indi-
vidual schools. Secondv,a niimber of promising clues have
had to be dis larded m the analysis of various types of

a definitéto follow all such clues
end. Third, the brief time interval covered by the study
has prevented any long-terii analysis of the effectOf
type f

various

time and funds necessary- to
s of of the

'os of
The defects arising from these limitations may eventually

be removed if certain further studies can be made. Schools
of education or individual students of education will be
interested,, it is hoped, in adding to, the investigations
described in this report. The following list of possible
further investigations is presented as a suggestion of types
of studies wVich might prove fruitful.

This list )does not pretend to be all-inclusive. Man
investigations which are not specifically mentioned
occur to the thoughtful student as having direct bearing on
the problpms of school organization. The siudies suggested

Following the completion of the Survey, O. I. Frederick, oo-author of Monograph No. 5,
prepared a doctor's dissertation at file University of Michigan entitled "Two standardised
check lists for the organisation of secondary schools, one for junior high school grades and onp

e%
464for senior high school grades." til
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are those which will most directly supplement the particular
investigations already made, or which will provide desirable
checks upon the conclusions, set foah.
A. Subjects suggested for further investigation for which

data gathered in the present study may be used as a
partial basis: .

1. The validation of it system of rating the organization
of an individual secondary school; in particular the
determination of relationships between .

(a) Practice in detailed aspects of organizátion and
joupil achievement. i

(b) Practice in general aspects of organization'. and
pupil athievement.

(c) Practice in general aspects of organization and
the judgment of competent . specialists as to
effectiveness of organization.

2. Anaiysis of the .extent to which effectiveriess in one
m4or phase of organization is dependent upqn special
effectiveness in one or more ,)ther phases of organiza-
tion. .

3. More a ex act analysis of thel typical organization of
. conventionally organized schools as a means of

gaging the effects of reorganization.
4. Detailed analysis of the organization of outstanding

private schools as contrasted with the organization
of public schools.

5. Study of the organization of private secondary schools
used as agencies of public instruction as contrasted
with the oreanization of comparable pLblic schools.

6. Analysis of Various special types of organization nbt
sufficiently represented in the present study to allow
detailed invéstigation, in particular analysis , of--
(a) The 4-year junior high school organization within

unit enrollment groups.
(b) The undivided 5-year high-scho91 organization

within unit enrollment groups.
(c) Secondary-school

,
organizations forming parts of

11-grade ublic-school systems. t-

(d) Second 43chool orgamzaiions which include
junior co ege units.

. 7. Detailed investigation of the factors which cause
individual secondary schools either notably to exceed
or notably to fall below the nofms for ofganization
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of,.schopls of their type and size. (Study of this
----,-próbleiw may propprly be a phase of the validation

of nóltts: On the assumption that certain nor.ms
have been accepted is-valid, it islerë suggested as a
problem in the determination of causal relationships.)

8. Detailed study of methods by which schools neces-
sarily handicapped, either in size or in type of organi-
zation may improve their organization.

I 9. Further evaluations of various types of4organization
in schools falling in enrollment groups not adequately
represented in the present study; in particular study
of schools separately classified
(a) In subdivisions of average grade enrollments

below 30.
(b) In subdivisions of average grade enrollments

above 333.

10. More exact analysis of the differences in organiiation
between large and small schools by a segregatfon of
schools in type groups and a determination of the
differences between large and small schools common
to all the type groups. .

11. Investigation of the maximuin effective size of school
.

.
..

. under various types of organization.
. 12. Study of the relationship between eTfectivimess of

- orgaruzation and per-pupil outlay for itemg imme-
,... -----------... diately associated with organization.4

13. Recurrent studies of school organization, according
to methods similar to those employed in the present
investigation, to provide
(a) Facts officerning the statils of school organizatfon

on a Nation-wide basis, in the ,light of which
progress in organization may be determined
periodically.

(b) Periodic _data on the relationships of the various
elements in the national program one to another.

B. Subjects suggested for further investigation for/which
few or no data have been gathered in the present' study.

1. Study of the relative holding power of schools of
. various sizes and types over a period of years.
2. Investigations of the relationship between differen-, tiation in sálarjL schedules amogg separate units -of

the school system, and-

A.48
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(a) Articulation between the units.
(b) Pupil achievement in the separate units.

3. Study of the relationship between the sources of
support for extraCurriculum activities and the scope
of the extracurriculum...

4. Study of the relationship between the effectiveness of
homogeneous groupings, and the use of
(á) Semiannual as contrasted with annual promotions.

. (b) Promotion by subject as contrasted with promo-
tion by grade.

5 Investigation of the effects of extreme departmentali-* zation m the junior high school grades.
6. Comparison of both the administrative and the educa-

tional effects of various types of curriculum organi-
zation.

In a letter written subsequently. to the publication of
Monograph No. 5, Francis T. Spaulding suggests the fol-
lowing additional subjects forInvestigation:
1. What,is the effect on over-age dementary school-pupils

of special promotion to the secondary school? Though
the junior high *school organizatiotb contains provision-

. for such--komotion, we have thus far had relatively few
reliable case studies of the pupils concerned. A careful
check of the resuits'vf junior high prActice in- this

_xonnection "would be of much .value in gaging the effect
of this phase of secondary scfhool orgänization.

2. What are the effects on pupils' elections of various tvpes
of curriculum organizationconstants and variables,
multiple-curriculum, or a combination of the two? This
problem represents on6 aspect of the problem listed as
B-6 in appendik B to Monograph No. 5. There is the
possibility- and the desirability of comparing the-wisdom
of pupils' preliminary (independent) elections of corurps,
in schools which present practically identical curriculuihp
organized accordmg to diff ent schemes. e

3. TQ what extent do differen in the type of school organi-,

zation affect pupils'Isocial and moral attitudes? Both .

during the survey and afterward I encountered strong
opposition to the 6-year type of school organization on
the ground that the contact betvieen the younger and
the older- titipil-g was undesirable from the standpoint of
the yoimger. By testing pupils kith in 6-year schools
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and in geparate junior and senior high schools some
evidence could be gained as to the extent to which the
difference in organization seems to be accompanied by a
difference in the development of attitudes.

4. What is the effect on (1) scholastic accomplishment and
(2) persistence in school of (a) comprehensive high schools
as compared irith (b) specialized high schools?

5. Mat are the observable effects of nonpromotion in high-
school courses? So far as I know we have no careful
and comprehensive study of non.promoted. pupils. One
needs to be made before we can 'mow the whole truth
about the bugaboo of "failure."

, In part III of Monograph No. 5 descriptions are supplied
of innovational reorganizations of the elementary-high-
school-junior-college period of training, aimed principally
at shortening the time, integrating the work, or both.
The plans described are, generally speaking, 'considered

o'experimental by persons in charge of systems followi.4 them.
They are indicative of ways in which the problems of inte-
gration aild shortening of the period of training are being
approached in some subjects and activities in a few schools.
The issue' of improved articulation is especially important
in this connection. Obviously there is opportunity for
application of the same techniques or of new ones to addi-
tional subjects and activities in nmterous other schools.
What has been dofie is a mere beginning, although a very
important one, in the field Qf experimentation with reor-
ganization plans.

Smaller Seer/ g Schools

An essential problem for investigation concerts means by
which popularization of secondary s ucation in rural areas
mai be extended without addipg tha :I y to the number of
sniall high schools. Studies already 'el ; se indicate that popu-
larization. inmases as the number of high schoòls grows.
Proximity of residence is thereforò ipdkated.as an important
factor influencing high-school mediation in sparsely settled
areas. It probably is not.,the only important consideration;
certainly factors such as transportildon and tuition payments
are thought to exert an influenc-_-,The high-ochool dormitory
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has been tried with success in some places. Many more in-
vestigations need be made of factors, which have an effect
on high-school registration and attendance in rural regions.

Mien the various factors operating to reduce pupil attend-
ance in sparsely settled communities are known, their effects
evaluated, and remedies for them developed and tested, it may
be found practicable to organize into larger school units with-
out reducing registrationspossibly even with an increase id
enrollments from rural territory and with educational services
provided for age groups not now in school. In a small school
it is not only the school that is small; classes are also small.
Organization should make it possible to increase the size of
classes or groups assigned to each teacher.

Curriculum expansion in small high schools has been studied
extensively but is still far from solved: There is no lack of
elidence that the curriculum of the small high school is prin-
cipally acadsmic. The problem is how in a practical way it
may be enlarged. Reorganization of subject matter, espe-
cially in the direction of fusions of existing subjects, may hold
a possibility of expanding the offering without adding to the
number of classes to be taught daily. A flexible daily program
calling for more independent work by pupils would result in
fewer class recitations in each subject, thus saving teacher time
which could be applied in ex-panding the offering. Much
experimentation is needed with correspondence instniction;
itinerant or group teaching and supervision, larger units of
district organization, and other methods which may offer
liossible solutions. Itinerant services of other kinds, such as in
health work, guidance, and librgy fáicilitiess,are also appropriate
subjects for experimentation.

The extracurriculum offers a somewhat similar field for
study. The activity offerings of a small &hob1 are limited in
scope and as organized at present offer little opportunity for
expansion since so few teacher's are available for their super-
vision. One of the perplexing problems' here is to find ways

, by which experiences which are essentially social in character
may be made available in situations %where under present
organization there are few participants.- .
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A fundamental problem in small schools is thitt of seeming
an adequate staff and of attracting and retaining efficient per-
sonnelprincipals, teachers, supervisors, and clerical assist-
ants. A few schools have been successful in this regard.
Research can be useful to administration in showing the ways
by which personnel problems in small schools have been solved;

A fact-which should not be overlooked is that there is no
likelihood of the small high school being eliminated in the
near future through consplidation into larger units. The
number of very small schools is steadily decreasing, and it
is reasonable to suppose that this trend will continue, but
indications are that the small high school will be with us for
many years to come. It is therefore important not only
to solve some of its problems by developing it into a larger
unit but also to continue our efforts toward improvement in
its educational services as a small school.3

Secondary Educatior! for Negroes

Early in the monograph on edtication for Negroes it is
pointed out that this is essentially a status study with
attempts to emphasize outstanding practices as these may
be discovered. Since the monograph deals with all phases
of secondary education for the Negro race, the suggestions
for research studies given throughout the present bulletin
are pertinent to Negro education, with the important addi-
tion that study of Negro secondary education needs to be
in the nature of basic investigation of educational serVices
suited to the demands of Negro life and culture. Among
tke more important needed investigations the following are
mentioned in the monograph as especiOly fruitful fields for
study:

1. Further stud of the accessibility of- secondary-school
facilities for Negroes in certain localities, counties, and
States.

A publication which indicates bow one community solved many of the problems en-
countered in its small high school is Educational Monogaph No. 7 of the Univenity of
Nebruka entitled, "The, Chester six-year high school," by )(mite D. Broady, Earl T. Platt,
end Dean bloomy.
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2. Factors affecting the variation of support of secondary
education for Negroes in the different counties and dis-
tricts of certain States.

3. Factors affecting the elimination and retardation of Negro
secondary school pupils.

4. Influences and trendg of curriculum changes in individual
secondary schools.

5. A vocational education survey for NeFroes, includinF a
study of vocational guidance and vocational opportunity.

6. A Negro student personnel study at the high-school level.
7. Availability of elementary education for Negroes in

selected States and communities in relation to secondary
and higher education.

8. In the light of 5, 6, and 7, an intensive investigation of pro-
grams of studies and curriculums of Negro high schools.

Dr. Caliver, author of Monograph No. 7, has recently
suggested the following additionaIyeeded studies in the
field of secondary education for Negroes:
1. The relation of the kind of certificates held by Negro

secondary school teachers to their actual teaching job.
2. The relation of the 'training of Negro secondary school

teachers to the courses they actually teach.
3. A study of the articulation between secondary schools

and colleges for Negroes. o

A. A study of the content and methods of teaching represent-
ative courses in secondary schools for Negroes.

5. History of secondary education ?along Negroes.
6. Trends in the r6organization of secondary education for

Negroes.
7. The provision of extraeducational services in secondary

schools for Negroes.
8. A study of citizenship training in secondary schools for

Negroes.
District Organization

To appreciate fully the problems involved in the school
district o anization of any one State one must have well in
mind the s *ztorical background of present conditions. Few
States have been able to approach the issues of school organ-
ization through a complete revaluation of the-existing district
system. In most cases plans initiated for drastic reorganiza-
tion of local school administrative units have failed. The
most significant advances have been made through carefully
perfected planning attended by full recognition of the pecu-
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liarities to be found within the State. In Louisiana and Utah
the people have sought and have supported from the begin-
ning the large parish and county school unit, while in New
York, Pennsylvania, and certain other States the people have
resisted 'practically all movements that tended to destroy the
small school district. The sociological, political, and eco-
nomic factors that lie back of and that foster the diirerent
types of school districts in these States present fertile fields
for reseArch and investigation.

While the last sentence of the paragraph from Monograph
No. 8 quoted above refers specifically to certain States men-
tiohed in the paragraph, it seems reasonable to conclude that
the social, political, and economic factors related to district
organization in numerous other States are worthy of careful
study especially is this true at a time such as the present
when so many formerly accepted views are being revised.

The general report on district organization closes with a
listing of considerations which it is suggested those interested
in improving district organization should take into account.
While stated in the form of conclusions, it must be realized
,that every one of these principles opens up a field for fun-
damental research in district organization as applied to local
school units. The list of considerations follows:

If efficient schools are to be economically operated, no area
of a State should be created as a school district unless it can
produce a school population sufficiently large to warrant the
operation of the complete minimum educational pronam
established for the State.

No school district should be allowed to exist that does not
have resources sufficient to maintain tbe complete minimum
educational program with such additional assistance as may be
allocated equitably to all districts from aState equalii a s fund.

Every school district in the State should be of s 1 cient
size to warrant tbe employment of a professionally qualified
huRerintendent of schools and a supervisory staff.

The type of school-district otanization is closely associ-b
ated with publicl-school support. Any proposed mo&fication
in the plan for distribution of State subventions should be
studied in relationship to the school-district organization.

Since the population .and resources in various sections of a
State are subject to modification, and since the means of
transportation are also constantly improving, school-district
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boundaries should be made flexible. This is essential if
schools are to be conveniently adjusted to the changes .that
are taking place in the areas which they serve.

Much greater progress in the administration of secondary
schools would be made if each State would consider the present

hool-district organization as experimental in nature. Selec-
d districts might be designated as experimental centers for

the study of the advantagesNand limitations of plans in oper-
atioti and those that are proposed and to serve asdemonstration
school systems in order that the people may have the oppor-
tunity to visit and to judge from observation the relative
effectiveness of different types of school-district organization.

The methods used .iirttirats,,of certain district organiza-
tions in California and Illinois described in parts II and III
of Monograph No. 8 are applicable to situations elsewhere,
especially to those involving consolidation of schools into
larger district areas.

As this is written a significant iDvestigation is under way
of district oiglinizations in 10 *ites. The investigation
referred to is a Federal project under the direction of the
Office of Education and is known as the "Study of Local
School Units." The number of school administrative units
in the 10 States cooperating in this study varies greatly,
the largest number of such units in any State being approx.,
imately 12,000 and the lowest 167. The distribution of
schools by number of pupils enrolled and number of teachers
-employed is correspondingly great. Evidence is certainly
present that significant variation in school-district organiza-
tion exists. The sullimary reports now in preparation by
each of these 10 Stites will supply much significant material
not only in the way of conclusions but also in the form of
suggestions for students of distinct organization.

Laws and Regulations

The laws ant regulations affecting secondary education
are undergoing continuous change and are therefore in need
of constant study. The Office of Education attempts to
supply this service, but its efforts are in frequent need of
supplement, especially as regards the regulations, which are
subject to more frequent change than are the statutes.
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Much original research needs to be conducted into funda-
mental issues which should determine how-- the laws and
regulations are to be tieveloped.' For example, the laws
overning payment of tuition and transportation of pupils

have received treatment in Monograph No. 9 and othir
studies. A State legiiiator would, however, be likely to
find himself considerably confused in attempting to develop
a plan for tuition and transportation payments in his State
on the basis of such findings as are available. Opportunity
exists for excellent evaluative studies seeking to establish
the advantages and shortcomings under different conditions
of the various plans in operation as regards both tuition and
transportation. In addition, safety in transportation of
school children is only a partly solved problem as.is evidenced
by the record of accidents. The research worker in educa-
tion can do much to indicate how transportation may be
safeguarded. .

schot; isThe basis for allotment of school funds to high
another subject on which research could be helpful to the
legislator attempting to develop a plan for his State. Data
on practices are of value in that they suggest a variety of
ways In which the problem may be approached, but they
are confusing in their variety and prove especially bewilder-
ing because of the lack of studies indicating the results to be
expected from the various ways of allotment.

The gradually increasing legislative control of the public-
school curriculum has become a perplexing problem in the
administration of secondary school courses of study. Inves-
tigations which would reveal the extent and 'nature of such
legislative control and would supply also an evaluation of
the specific changes which it has brought about in the high-
school curriculums in the various States would be of value
in connection with future legislative proposals in this regard.

Ardadation of High Sdiool and College

In chapter II of Monograph No. 10 is given a report on
present-day methods of admission to college both for regular
and for special students. The large valiety in criteria used
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both singly and in comitnution with other criteria offers
about as conclusive evidence as anyone could desire that
there are no generally recognized standards in the field of
college-admission requirements. Apparently, while numer-
ous studies have been made in this field, more need to be
made before anything approaching evaluation of admission
methods will be available. Dr. P. Roy Brammell, author
of Monograph No. 10, says:

Tbe actual reliability of individual criteria, or various
%combinations of criteria, and of no criteria at all needs to
be determined. It needs to be demonstrated whether or
not traditional entrance standards are worth the trouble
they entail.

A similar conclusion may be reached regarding subject
requirements for entrance to còllege. Many of the studies
which have been made cast doubt upon the significance of
specific subject requirements, although there is some evidence
that dertain types of subjects have predictive value. The
practice, rather generally followed, of prescribing certain
subjects for college entrance is in need of evaluation ; the
evidence is far from conclusive in its favor and tends in fact
to throw suspicion upon the belief that, completion of certain
specific subject requirements constitutes any guarantee of
success or of probable success in college werk.

Much information regarding the students is assembled by
higher institutions. However, the type of information which
is gaihered and recorded and the uses made of this informa-
tion seem to be guided more by personal opinion, size of
the college, public ot private control, and the like, than by
any viewpoints which result from more scientific or at least
more objective procedures. The problems surrounding
orientation and adjustment of students as they enter college
are far from solved.

Closely °related is the problem of difNrentiated instruction
in college freshmen courses. Here also it is important that
the procedures be tested. in order that the heavy mortality
in beginning college classes may be reduced.
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Toward the end ofMonographNo. 10 Dr. rammell lists prob-
lems and closes his disc ussionwith the folio " k 4,1 twoparagraphs:-

Suggestions as to how articulation may be improved and
the means of improvement int effect in numerous institutions
were presented m chapter IV, Some of these practices, par-
ticularly the one in which the secondary schools and higher
institutions cooperate in cordprehensive guidance programs,
give special promise of solving in the mam the general prob-
lem of articulation.

At the close of this study :a sense çf confusion prevails
because of the extreme diverai ong the data secured,
but it is accompanied by a feeling that a few plans now in
operation for the improvement of articulation are pointing
in the right direction. The ma0 of admission criteria used
at present/by the higher insAttitions demonstrates the fact
that tither there are no aditi,edly superior standards of
admission or the superiority of cettain ones has been accepted
on the basis of studies of isolafed cases. The problem of
articulation does not cdnter and is not to be solved at the
point of transition from the secondary school to college. It
is more far reaching than that. A great deal of the expensiVe
research now be* a carried on to oietermine what entrance
criteria are most e i active or what subjects should be required
might well be turned to the task of solving the articulation
problem at its source. That is to say, the abilities, habits;
characteristics, interests, health, etc., of pupils ought to be
studied during their secondary-school careers, and on the
basis of the determined relationships of these to subsequent
scholastic success, _pupils Viould be vided into or directed
away from the higher institutions. This may seem to be a
task for the secondary schools only; but equally as important
as this is the task of increasing, through cooperative guithnce

, work with the secondary schools and differentiated instiuc-
tion in college, the chancis of success in the higher institu-
tions. In view of the fact that past practices in general have

4 failed to allay confusion and have not established the fact
of, the superiority of certain practices over others, it seems
proper to hope that fair trial will be given to a few cooperative
pro which touch directly and intimately the present`
wor and future plans of the secondary school and college
population.

Administration and Supervision

Numerous studies have provided limited information on

the status of administration and supervision in secondary
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schools. The studies ,of the National Survey. of Secondary
Education have revealed the practices of seleçted schools in
these regards nationally. The next iinportant step is evalua-
tion of the various policies and practices which have been
discovered.

What responsibilities should be borne boy various adminis-
trative and supervisory school officers, such as the board of
education, the superintendent of schools, the principal of -an
individual high school, the supervisors of instruction, and
the like? What activities may most advantageously be per-
formed by each? Since the high-school principal is largely
relied upon for supervision of high-school instruction, how
may he arrange his administrative work so as to have timé
for supervision? What are the most desirable practices`with
regard to supplying clerical service to teachers? Whtt duties
should such clerical .assistants perform and what qualifica-
tions phould they have? These are typical questions which
may properly be asked regarding administration and super-
Vision in the schools. They are not adequately answered by
a recounting of frequencies with which the different proce-
dures are followed, significant as data on fr-e-quencies may be.
Satisfactory answers await the application of evaluative and
experimental methods to the problems involve4. Persons
engaged in administration and supervision can do much to
hasten arrival of good practices if they will try out different
assignmënts and procedures, measuring the results and effects
as they go.

Following are typical quotations from Monograph No. 11
regarding studies which may profitably be made in the fields
of administration and s

Colisiderable additi al study is warranted in connection
with the internal management of the business affairs of
school systems and the relationships that should exist
between the personnel employed ill the several administra-
tive units and in the central office toA)roduce the beast edu-
cational results most etonomically. The relationship of the
clerks to the officials they serve m each building and to the
central office becomes most important, if efficimtandard
practices are to be evolved and continued .in orieratioil.
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The business 'staff in the superintendent's office and each
principal must be agreed on the policies and practices that
are to apply to btidgetary preparation and control and to
every other activity relating to the business management
of the schools.

4 d

, It would appear that profitable results would indeed be
'forthcoming if school systems would study in greater detail
the types of central office supervisory organizations that are
how being maintained.

A more detailed analysis of the services and activities of
secondary schools must be made and more clear! defined
classificAtions of duties must Le forthcoming if : s II i istra-
five offices in secondary who's are to be raised to levels
that will permit the proper performance of important school
duties and if principals and their associates are to be raised
above the clerical group of employees of a school system.

To what extent should a secondary school, operated as a
unit of a school system, be independent of central office
control inCase there is one secondary school, and in cases
where there are two, three, of more secondary schools?
What constitutes desirable freedom of action and power of
initiative on the part of .the staff employed in each schoQl?

To what extent should a school system maintaining
several secondary schools endeavor to establish standard
practices that shank- govern the activities of all principals
and associates in all schools?

Is it a sound administrative policy to perpetuate a plan' of
organizationfor the administration and supervision af schools
without a" periodic check of the organization against the
services rendered?
e Is it a sound policy to adopt ch es in organization with-
out a thoroughgoing study of the e i ect any one chinge may
have on the personnel and the organization of the entire
system?

Are_ there differences in the effectiveness of the teac
services and other activities in small schools as compar
with large schools? In the former, teachers are required to
share in all school activities, while m the haler a large num-
ber of administliative officers are employed and many teach-
ers have in large measure only their teaching duties to per-
form. In other words, what effect does the centralization
of a function have on the performance of. that function and
the performance of other functions Closely allied to it?
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Selection and Appointment of Teachers 0

Monograph No. 12,supplies needed data on requirements
placed upon candidates for teaching positions, agencies
through which suitable applicant* ar6 located, ;rnethodsy
which information regarding applicants is secured, and pro-
cedures which are reported as being followed in selecting,
appointing, and retaining teachers. The monograph coviers
the practices surrounding employment of teachers. There
is room for a companion study of practices successful in
bringing about eliinination of weak teachers from the schools,
or better still in eliminating poor prospects from training
courses in teacher-training institutions. A number of sug-
gestions on this latter point were made by Raleigh Schorling
in the -School of Education Bulletin of the University of
Michigan for January 1934. In all investigations of ap-
pointment and elimination of teachers, care needs to be
exercised to secure the a-ctual practices, not merely reported
procedures.

The monograph cbases with the following stiatement:
. This and other studies show that new teachers are located,
selected, and appointed by a variety of procedures. As yet,
however, little real evidence has been published to show
which of the methods are most effective in obtaining com-
petent teachers.

It is, therefore, needless toftsay that further study s ould
e made o e problem o er selectiçn. Addifional

study. of ptesent ptactices in locating, selecting, and appoint-
ing teachers may not be needed, but it seenjs evident that
studies to ascertain the best criteria for redicting the
future success of ine . s rienced teachers and for appraising
the work of teachers eady in service should be undertaken
by some educational agency. Several questions need tp be
answered. Among these are: (1) What constitutes teaching
success? (2) How may future success of inexperienced
teachers be predicted? (3) How may the success of teachers

servicd be measured? When these questions are answered
the problem of teacher selection will be well on its way to
solution.
It, appears that the first need is foil* clearer statements
and more satisfactory measurts of what constitutes
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teachizì success. Some work has been done ilLthitifield
but mire needs to be done. It may be that the develop-,
menteof such statements and measures awaits the em-
ployment of iefined judgment by competent observers tò
an extent not found in studies available at the present
time. It may be that entirely new techniques for meas-
uring teaching efficien-cy must be deieloped. When they
are deviloped it should be possible to determine morò
accurately the relationship between teaching success on
the one hand and academic training, professional train-
ing, experient'ei personality traits, and the like on the
other. Such investigations should ma,: it possible more
satisfactorily to,selectp-and retain efficient teachers and to
eliminate weak-Uachers from the service. Inti atL y
a more confident selection of students for tra I le as
teachers may result or at 1.--fiist elimination from teaeher-
training couxses of students who are not likely to succeed as
teachers.

ot

Individwd Differences, Marking,..and Promotion

The review of litérature on homogeneous grouping
presented as chapter., I of part II of this monograph
reveals that so far as controlled studies of homogeneous
grouping are concerned "the era of grubbing for facts in
this and related fields has only beguii." Despite the
great amou4t of literature available on the subject of
homogeneous grouping', only eight significant studies'

ilitte attempted to approach the problem from the angle
of experimental end controlled groups. Obviously ails
check on theories of grouping is entirely jmadequate.
The inadequacy becomös especially, apparent .when one
considers that the only fields,or subjects investigated at.
all areEnglish, history, mathematics, French, aind general
science; that no controlled studies fiave dealt 'with any
pupils or subjects of the eleventh tuitawelith grades;

. that taken together the Atudies have ilved relatively
few teachers and. fewer thlli 3,500 pupils; that no experi-
,mental study has extended over more than a year and
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only two oyemiore than a semesterr that the tei,s used
were an inadequate measure of the impoAni 'educative
cbanges which presimably might have:taken place in
the pupils during ale- ..period of eir4jiimentation; and
finally that owing to ).variations. io "conditions of the
investigations and in-t:echniques. eiiiployed it is futile to
attempt to reach any summary finding by adding the
rAults of one investigation to those of any other.

The stay reported in Monograph No. 13 answeri as
fully as need te the question: What significant procedures
in grouping and special classes are being follo. s out-
standing schools? Neither it nor any o er- study m
existence offers adequate solutions t s tte: numerous
problems surriound* bases of grouping and assignment
to special classes, le+els of grouping, grouping in different
subjects and subject fields, development of prognostic
tests in the various subject fields on the basis of
'pupils may .be assigiled io different s . . easurement
oroutcomes (especially out _ot et than scholarship),
grouping wit i in class :ctions as contiated with homo-

"---- geneous classes, b ping throukh assigninent to *special
schools as contlasted with grouping within' schools, claes
size in relationiihip to ability groups .and special classes,
and modifications in curriculum content and teaching
proCedures for groups or .c1;sses at different levels. In
recent years increasifig doubt is b,eing _cast upon the
fundamental-spundness of- the principre of grouping or
segregating normal pupils into separate .schools-or into

- different clásses. Entire batteries 'of well-coordinated
studies need 'to bttáined 15ii grouping problems if they
afe to be sölved;- they will not be redUced by desultory
guerilla attacks.

On page 36 of Monograph No. 13, Roy O. Billett says. that "the com4posite picture suggests a progressive de-
crease Writhe advantitges 'of homogeneous groaping as
the intelligence quotients of the pupils increase." This
conclusion has such important implications for practices
with . regard to homogeneous grouping that it would
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appear 'desirable to conduct further studies to learn the
\ extent to which the'hypothesis is true.

The development, organization and evaluation of curric-
ulum materials and teaching procedures to care for the
capacities and interests of indiVrdual pupils is seen by
Dr. Billett as a "fundamental unsolved problem." The
specific issues which he raises are placed in part IT of Mono-
graph No. 13 dealing with plans characterized by the unit
assignment, but they are ,of general significance for the
whole movement toward caring for individual differences:
1. What do the subject-matter specialists regare as the real

contributions which study 'of their subject butter may
make to the owth of the individual? How may these
contributions s ; classified under the headings of concepts,
attitudes, appreciations, knowledges, or *ills?

2. How are these concepts, attitudes, appieciations, knowl-
es, or skills ranked by -capable adults wha tire not

su eject-matter specialists, from the standpoint of-their
importance, their range of usei the diffictilty of acquiring
them;ilie desirability of acquirmg them in certain subjèct-
matter fields rather than others or even entirely outside
the school?

3. To what extent may principles of differentiation anci adap-
tation of subject matter be obtained from the analysis and
interpretation of psychological studies reported in educa-
tional literature, of studies of children's present needs and
immediate interests to be made through interviews with the
children themselves and through observation of their pres-

e eut normal activities, and of studiesof probable adult needs?
4. Do these studies suggest a certain organization and se-

quence of subject matter which will be most consistent
with the pupil's normal process of growth?

5. What minimum essentials shimld be-required of all pupils
and to what extent is it necessary to retaid the. progress
of the slower pupils irt order that thorough mastery may
be assured?

6. What shotild be the content and method of honor courses
in each grade for the very capable or gifted, of courses for
the superior but not gifted, and of courses fc,or tir,ie normal
pupil?

7. How can tests be developed, the passing of which will con-
stitute entirely adequate grounds for excusing Pupils from
certain phases of a course or even from certain courses?
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8. How can the work of all subject-matter fields.be correlated
and integrated?

9. How can the products of learning be adeqatefy and eco-
noiiiically measured?

Two principal methods have been evolved in American
education in caring for individual differences. One of these
looks toward breaking the school, population up into groups
and instructiiig the groups separately. Of this nature are
special schools, special classes, and homogeneous grouping.
Adminihrative organization is necessary to achievement ,of
these purposes. The other way which may or.may not be
attached to those already enumerated involves dealing with
pupils individually rather than in groups. It includes the
methods which Dr. Billet groups together as plans charac-
terized by the unit assignment. It can be put into operation
by an i4dividual teacher without fár-reaching administrative
changes. For certain kinds of materials, certain pupils, certain
teachers, and certain communities one plan may be vastly
superior to any other. What sorts of materials, what kinds of
pupils, what types of teachers, and what'classes of communi-
ties? These are fundamental questions for research toanswer.

Few school praptices are subjects for investigation more
frequenttly than marking and promotion. Witness the large
numbeil of studies leveled at failures, retardation, accelera-
tion, types oi marking systems, distribution of marks, factors
influencing teachers' marks, and the like. It is true, how-
ever, that much of this research is of methods rather than of
fundamentals. Research is needed to ascertaia more deft-
nitely the accomplishmehts and traits for which ,separate
marks áhould be awarded and to develop marking techniques
whicii the typical teacher can use and, having used them,
feel that the mark given is a reliable and valid index of what
it prports to measure. Little available research, moreover,
deals with the eduational effectiveness of dubstitutes for
ordinary marking systems, with evaluation of methods di-
redid at reducing or eliminating failures, and with substi.-
tutes for the system of basing promotion on the t;arning of a
specified number of unite, counts; or hours of work.
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Guidance

Monograph No. 14 contains case studies of 10 outstanot:
ing guidance systems. These are found principally in larga
cities and larger schools. Similar information needs to be
gathered regarding guidance services in small schools. Fur-
thermore, the-studies of the National Survey of Secondary
Education were made in 1930 and 1931. Programs estab-

. lished or materially modified since that -time may prove
especially significant in view of the necessity during at least
a part of this period of operating guidance services on
greatly reduced budgets.

One important field for study in guidance is the individual
puPilhis interests, background, aptitudes, and abilitiés.
Much work has been done; but the field is so extensive, the
conditions so varied, the new .discoireries so frequent, and
the need for knowledge of individual pupils so insistent that
nothing short of continuous study can .be considered satis-
factory. The work leads into testing of all kinds, prognostic
work, and development of records which are useful to guid-
ance officers and teachers. Since the need for such studies
is unceasing, the techniques for study are no-less important
tlian the findings themselves.

A significant phase of guidance relates, to occupations.
In order that vocational guidancé may be wil.3ely given, it
is necessary for the counselor to have knowledge not only

ri

of the pupil but also of occupations. Consequently there
is an extensive field for study in analizing occupations,
especially in discovering what are the specific duties and
responsibilities of persons engaged in the various occupations.

Mental hygiene is a phase of guidance work almost uni-
versally regarded as important, but almost as universally
overlooked or at least understressed in the schools. Studies
are needed of school systems which are effective in their
adjustment efforts with a view to discovering how the work
is organized and conducted and .how the classroom teachers
are trained and supervised in order that they may'make the
important contributions which they can make in this field.
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The studies should concern not only the ways of discovering
and treating cases jr extpeme maladjustment, but should
also reveal the means employed for assisting normal pupa
to develop well-balanced, healthy personalities.

A study of investigations in guidance made by Kefauver
and Davis 4 reveals that in the judgment of leaders can-
vassed evaluation of programs for guidance is the kind of
research most needed at the present time. The eiidence of
siich - investigators as Reavis and Woellner and Koos and
Vfauver leaves no doubt that numerous schools have de-
veloped programs for guidance; a next step greatly needed
is evaluation of programs, whether regularly established or
experimental, by following groups of students through their
school and post-school careers and measuring the effect of
the guidance givén.

Interpreting the Secondary School to the Public

In a letter Belmont Farley, the author of Monograph
No. 16, says in part:

There are three fields in which I think research in educa-
tional publicity should be made as soon as possible: (1) Ex-
hibits, (2) home visitation; (3) radio.

Very little has been done in any of these three fields to dis-
cover what type of presentation is most effective and what
kind of information is best suited to the medium. There is a4 real need to direct the people interested in publicity away
from *le newspaper as the only agency. I do not mean to
minimize its importance, but there are a number of neglected
fields and I think the three I have mentioned are among them.

If I had ail opportunity, I would experiment in these fields:
1. The building of a publiçity program instead of merely

reporting one that happened. % By that, I mean that there
are many events that can be j?lanned purposely to make
publicity possible. The publicity man's most effective
work is done by planning publicity into an event, not by
merely taking advantage of publicity that is incidental or
accidental.

O Kefauver, Grayson, and Davis, Albert M. Investigations in Guidanoe. Oecupalions,
November 1933. See also the Review of -Etttlarigial Research for April 1936 on the Subject
Pupil Personnel, Guidance, and Counseling.
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2. Comparison of the effectiveness of emotional and inspira-
tional types of publicity with types that are more factual
-and based primarily upon the results of research or careful
investigation.

3. The selection of mediums and the preparation of materials
best suited to the interpretation of various school sub-
jects such as English, history, mathematics, physical
education, and so on.

A planned publicity program requires some balance
between the different subjects and services of th4 school.
There is a tendency to overemphasize in the publicity
program/ certain subjects and school activities. While
there a e often. reasons for special emphasis, usually extra
space 4nd attention devoted to one school service at the
expe e of others is the result of poor planning. It may
be tlat technics in advertising will be helpful in deter-
mining the effectiveness of certain kinds of copy for pub-
lication and of the use of certain mediums for the inter-
pretation of the different schoca subjects and services.
It seems to me that a definite part of de publicity man's

field is knowledge of the attitude of the public toward educa-
tion. I would like to undertake a study of this attitude in
various ways, one of which would be the result of asking intel-
ligent and sympathetic persons what they would,prefer to
include in or eliminate from the training of their own children.
Then I would like to compare the replies to this query with
what citizens who are not parents would like to see provided
for the education of other people's children.

The technique used in Dr. Farley's study for evaluating the
general publicity program through testing parents for infor-
mation which they !we concerning the schools is applicable
to any specific polipy or practice which may be put into opera-
tion for interpreting the schools, not only to patrons but also
tolippupils and teachers'. A thoroughgoing investigational
program of this nature would involve a series of well-coordi-
nated studies, and when completed it should yield measures of
the relative effectiveness of each of the various important
types of publicity utilized in the achools. The success of any
given policy, practice, or device of interpretation followed in
a school or group of schools miy be judged, at least in part,
by whether those to whom the publicity was addressed have
acquire.d the information or attitude which it aimed to con-
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vey. Obviously also the effectiveness may be judged by
whether in the past the features supported by publicity have
been introduced. Moreove-i, the relationship of various types
and means of publicity to those-programs which have been
adopted and to those which have failed of adoption may be
significant as indicating which publicity methods are suc-
cessful and which are ineffective.

The Library

Monograph No. 17 contains a section 01 recommendatpns
for further study. It is quoted here in full:

School library problems are much discussed in educational
and library periodicals. An examination of the literature
reveals, however, that few research studies have been made
in attempting to throw light on the vital issues of school li-
brary administration. Objective investigations, of several
pressing problems would undoubtedly make important con-
tributions to the school library ffrovement. A number of
studies of this type are suggestecN

1. Many and various in character are the library standards
which have been set up by States and by other school-
accrediting bodies. No compilation of standards has as
37et proved completely satisfactory; no setr of standards
has been developed on the basis of scientific evidence
regarding the library requirements of schools; and in no
case has a i3tatement of stándards been announced which
adevately recognizes the qualitative as well as the quan-
titative aspects Qf school library service. The problem
is one which demands both extensive and intensive study.

2. Extensive studies are necessary to determine the effect
of the newer methods of classroom teaching on the use of
the secondary-school library, and particularly important
are experimental investigations of _procedures for adapt-
ing the library to the newer methods of classroom
teaching. .

3. Many interesting devices and activities are reported by
high-school librarians, but no one knows the actual effect
of these devices or activities upon the use of library ma-
terials or upon the reading habits of the pupils. A series
of studies to appraise various methods of encouraging
recreational readmg would perform a genuine service in
helping to determine wbat devices to use and which to
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discard. For example, what influence does the regularly
scheduled free reading period have on pupils' recreational
reading habits?

4. Much discussed is the problem of the relation of the
library to the study hall. Data reported in the present
study indicate that 4_4) combination librarj-study hall
encourages the use of library materials. Continued
study needs, however, to be made of this problem. In
such investigations as are carried on, consideration must
be $viven to the objections which many librarians are
raising to the libtary--study hall plan.

5. Little 'cooperation is reported between school and public
libraries. Few high-school librarians report receiving
assistance from public libraries, and even fewer second-
ary school libranans report performing activities to assist
public libraries. The problem of the relations of the
school library to the public library demands extended
investigation in order to determine the respective func-
tions of these two types of libraries and in order to set up
programs for effective cooperation betwteen school' and
public libraries. The problem is one which might well
be investigated by a committee of school and of public
librarians.

6. The problem of book selection in the high-school library
ne %further investigation. How can the book collec-
t' I. a high-school ribr ry be ev mite at cri-
te ould be adopted selecting books to be ordered?

7 The entire problem of :truction in the us4 of books and
of libraries demands ves ation. Can the value of
such instruction be objectively demonstrated? What
should be included in a course in library instruction? In
what Fades of the school ought the various units of in-
struction be given? Who should give the instruction,
librarians or teachers? These questions must be given
the same careful study that is bemg given other branches
of the school curriculum.

8. Throughout the country the relation of teachers to the
library is receiving much attention. If teachers are not
led to make effective use of library materials, the school
library can at best achieve only a small measure of suc-
cess. Most librarians are making conscious efforts to en-
courage teacher use of the library, and in many schools
effective programs of teacher-library cooperation have
been set up. In general, such difficulties as are reported
.appear to center around the fact that teachers fail to
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realize the resources of the library. This situation is,it would seem, One which must be attackectoduring the
college days of teachers in training A fnuch-needed
investigation is that of provisions which teacher-training
institutions are making and can make for instructing
their students, first, in the use of libraries, and; second,
in the uso of library materials as an aid to teaching in the
secondary school.

9. The problem of the training of secondary-school librar-
ians réquires careful investigation. Should the librarian
be trained as a teacher? If so, what courses in the field
of education ought she to pursue?

10. This investigation succeeded in bringing to light a num-
ber of devices and procedures reported to be successfully
used in outstanding secondary-school libraries. The
sources of such devices are far from exhausted. Con-
tinued study of outstanding practices on a much more
inclusive basis than was possible in this survey would
undoubtedly succeed in bringing together numerous ad-
ditional ideas of value alike to school librarians, teachers,
and administrators. Such studies should make real
contributions to the further iipprovement of the second-
ary-school library.

Two library problems probably are encountere4 by the
school administrator more often than any others. Theycon-
cern the selection of books and the utilization of the library.

The problem of selection of books and other materials,
such as clippings, records, pictures, and art subjects; is a
recurring one owing to the large number of publications and
new processes which are constantly appearing and which
consequently are making older materials out of date. For
instance, revised book lists are needed periodically. in
making selections, whether of books or of other materials,
it is important to apply as valid techniques as are available
or can be developed. The new is not necessarily better but
tile new is worthy of consideration.

The question of utilization of the library has many phases
involving use by teachers, pupils, and others in the coma
munity. The classroom library is one of those phases.
The problem. of utilization' of the library in the small high
school is another. The effectiveness of use of public-library
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facilities by the schools is a third phase involving problems
of location, 6ontrol, personnel, etc. Similarly the contri-
bution which can be made by cimnty libraries to school
needs offers an inviting subject for investigation. A ques-
tion opened up in Monograph No. 17 deals with the relation-
ship of housing to utilization. In Dr. Johnson's study
libraries are classified into three groups according to housing,
namely, library and study ball separate, library and study
hall together, add library &and study hall connected by a
door or passageway. Utilization by pupils was far inferior
in. the first type to %that in the second; limitations of the
study made it impracticable to measure utilization under tbe
connecting-door plan. A study of utilization under this
plan comparable in technique to that made by br. Johnson
would be opportune.

Procedures in Curriculum Making

The study reported in Monograph No. 18 presents detailed
data on practices followed by States, counties, and cities in
developing and revising their courses of study. Throughout
Ite investigation attempt iras made to seculé evaluations
of the various procedures from the persons reporting them.
These evaluations are in the form of subjective judgments
of participants.

Especially significant for those contemplating further
investigation of procedures in curriculum making is the
summary of evaluative judgments presented at the end of
chapter IV of M9nograph No. 18. As revealed there, judg-
ments approach unanimity on such matters as the desira-
bility of participation by as many teachers as possible and
the need for making the conditions right for such partici-
pation through training of teachers .and through providing
time for curriculum study and work. However, judgments
on numerous- ihiportant subjecle there listed are in need of
much corroboration before they can be considered safe
guides for action.

In many cases it should be possible for research workers
to evaluate the success of different procedures in a more

s
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6bjective way. The practical question may be raised, forinstance, as to the most effective ways of organizing for'attack on curriculum problems. The study reveals a widevariety in practices with regard to selection and assignmentof personnel for both direction and production. The varietyin judgments concerning success of the various practices isalmost as diverse as the practices themselves. No one willbelieve that only one effective method of selection andassignment of personnel exists. On the other liand, notevery problem is Jocal and individual. The problems ofvarious localities in this regard are undoubtedly much moresimilar than dissimilar.
Another field for further evaluative study concerns theagencies which can most effectively assume specific responsi-bilities in connection with the revision program. Stillanother series of problems centers around the selection andorganization of materials. Who is réad? to express himselfwith any considerable degree of certaint31 regarding, the mostsatisfactory methods of selecting subject matter and ofcoordinating tho subject matter of course outlines? Afterthe course is preparecIT bolo- may it best be tried out underclassroom conditions and reactions secured for its furtherrevision? What means are most effective in training teachersto use the new courses to the best advantage?

Program of Studies

A technique used extensively in the studies reported inMonograph No. 19 is that of following the programs in thesame schools .dVer a period of years to ascertain what addi-tions, subtractions, and cllanges in emphasis have occurredwith the various reorganizations and revisions which havetaken place. Obviously information with regard to trendscan be kept up to date only by recurring studies of presentofferings. The data reported in Monograph No. 19 weregathered largely in 1930. In view of changes brought aboutsince that time, it is desirable to have further nationalinvestigations on comparable 'bases made of present statusin order that later trends in programs of studies may bedetermined.
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Studies of present and past practices with regard to offer-

ings do not, however, ifidicate the extent to which these.
offerings reach the pupils. A study of subject registrations
provides such a measure. A study of registrations may be of
'the type described in division III of part I of Monograph
No. 19, where the pupils have finished their high-school work,

or it may be a study of, registrations by pupils enrolled in

the gchool at any given time.5 In the case of pupils who
have beed graduated, such a study offers opportunity for
investigation also of the sequence and continuity in the pro-
grams of individual pupilsa most important feature and one

frequently omitted in investigations of programs of studies.
Recurring throughout the chapters' of Monograph No. 19

are classifications of the ways in which programs of studies
are adtninistered. The effects on pupil election resulting
from different ways of organizing and administering pro-
grams of studies open up wide areas for investigatimi. What
is the effect in the subjects pursued by pupils of the multiple-
curriculum type as contrasted with the constants-with-
variables type of program? What are the ;itivantages and
disadvantages of the combination type of program as shown

by pupil elections of subjects? To what extent does the
general curriculum meet a need in allowing for exploration of
interests and to what extent does it more or less needlessly

postpone educational and vocational,decisions:which should

be made before the pupil reaches the end of his high-school

course? These and other influences on ptpil election of

subjects allow 'of -more than philosophical discussion, since

the results can be studied in the programs followed by pupils
now and in the post.

No student can be oblivious to the important changes

which may be overhangiug the program of studies ail a result
of research and experimentation undertaken in numerous
schools by such agencies as the Department of Secondary

I Among studio of registrations are those to be found in Annual Reports of the Commis-

sioner of Education beginning in 1800 and ending in 1915. This series was continued in the

Biennial Survey of Education, 1920-22, and again in the bienniums.1925-28' and 1932-34.

More detailed data regarding registrations are needed especially with regard to the wade
placement of the pupils taking the various subjects.
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School Principals, the Progressive Education Associationithe College Entrance Examination Board, and tie NorthCentral Association of Colleges and Secondary SaooIs.Insofar as the revisions attempted in these and.other studiesare sucrcessful and to such extent as they are adopted,' they°
. will render obsolete the present program of studies and theresearch findings based on it. Some of the facts reg.ardingthe new programs have been assembled in a fairly satisfac-tory way; others are in need of much more interpretation andevaluation than has been given them. Furthermore, try-outand scientific evaluation of new types of programs of studiesand mew integrations of subjects and subject fields shouldappeal to those who believe that the most important nextsteps will be through. experimental approach rather ththrough statistical -compilation of present and past prac °

Subject Fields

Inve8ti9atians applicable to more than one feltThe ex-pansion which has occurred in the cuqiculum during thetwentieth century has made it inevitable not only that newnytterials must_ justify théir incorporation tut also that
. traditional content must show reason for its retention. °Cur-riculum research must be importantlyconcernedwithweighinithe values of both old and new. Administration obviouslycannot escape making decisions as to what is to be includedin the curriculum; research, therefore, cannot avoid responsi-bility fot ativising administration concretel; and specificallywhat is of value and what may without serious loss be omitted.

Supportedostiongly, in certain quarters, for inclusion atthe present time are education in safpty, thrift, character,sex, narcotics and stimulants, peace, conservation, a multi-tude .of vocational subjects, ciartain foreign languages, andadditional materials in social studies, science, fine arts/andhealth. The movement to put the iextracurriculum into thecurriculum visions important additions to the content of
$ The reader is referred to an article by Arthur K. Loomis, one of tbeituthors of MonographNo. 19, appearing in the Bulletin ø the Department of Beoondary School Principals for April1936.
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courses. Suggestionsior elimination, while not so numerous,
are far-reaching in fields which have maintained themselves
the longest such as, mathematics, history, and foreign
languages. Frequently these attempts at expansion or r§f-

duction are initiated and supported by representatives of
pressure groups which, however sincere their motives may
be, often bring a partisan and therefore a somewhat un-

balanced viewpoint to bear on curriculum subjects and
course content. The curriculum research specialist mustt
protect the curriculum, on the one hand, from exploitation
through undesirable propaganda subjects or "snap" courses

and, on the other, from a too strong adherence to traditional
content aild an undue resistance to char.ige of any kind.

Another type of study relating to selection of materiftl
applies riot to selection of subjects but to selection of con-.

teht withifi courses. Much work has been done here with
analyses of topics treated indMooks, content of courses of

study, and pupil interests. Without disparaging in any. way

the e25cellent work which has been done, it maSr be said that
there is need for more research intO fuldamental values and
placement of present and proposed curriculum materials.
W4ile no one set of methods of investigktisigairé Oplicable
to all subjects and all canditions,lcommon elements exist
such an extent that the technique's used in approiching 'the,

problem in one subject are suggestive of methods of investi-
gation which may be -used in other. subjects.

In addition to studies aiming at determination of what
should be included and what should be excluded, there

stiould uelarge field for study of how curriculum materials
organized. Calling for continuous study are problems re-

lated to the sequence of courses, the nature 'and sequence of

topics within courses, the relationship which subjects and
subject fields bear to one another, and the development of

curriculum content involving not only fusion of courses but
*also fusion of fields. The motive of modification in the or-

ganization of the curriculum enters strongly into the adjust-
ments made by the 30 secondary_schools which alit cooperat-
ing with the Progressi*e Eduçation Association's Commis-
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sion on the Relation of School and College. Experimental
and demonstration schools connected with universities and'
colleges as well as numeròus other secondary schools are
continually tryinvout -n-ew ways of correlating, integrating;
and fusing curriculum content; into "coré" curriculums.
Work in the 'popular field of fusion demands both a th9rough
knowledge of content in each of the various courses or fields
to be integrated dnd tan overview of the entire curriculum
field; no plan for development of fusion courses can be suc-
cessful unless it brings to bear both of these abilities in the
personnel, chirged with responsibility for curriculum revision.

A ihird important group of problems for investigation IVT
the curriculum research worker concerns the presentation of
curriculum materials. What has been done in investigating
teaching methods may at first sight appear forinidable, but
the inadequacy of research iri this field becomes more and
more vparent the further one looks irito what is available.
Even for such moot questions a§ the dit,ect met4od in foreign
languages or the relative advantages of ual, ¡small-
group, and demonstrationexperiments in laborathry science,
the studies made are gfeatly limited in nunier and ire
usually restricted to certain classes of one instructor covering
a portion.of a year's Work in one subject.. The methods of

'these studies are- excellentso excellent that they should be
applied to many more cases in order that defensible finding*
iiiay result and in order that subjects which are not even
touched at present may enter the experimental area. The
field of teaching methods is in need of an experimental ap-
proach mbre extensive than has yet béen witnessed in educ
htional research. The extension will include not only mor
researches on more .subjects bilt also more schools, mor
teachers, and more-pupils participating in each experimental
undertaking. 'Only, in the field of testing of achievement
has a coordinated and co9perative experimental attack been
adopted widely by curikiflum workers.'

For excellent reviews of literature on the curriculum the reader is referred to curriculum
numbers of the Review of Educational Research. The latest number on this subj.& Is dated
April 1937. .
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*For the iiirge majority of high, schools and high-schoo,1
teachers, curriculum problems are primarily pioblems within
subject fields. Consequently among the studies of tile Na-
tional Survey of Secondary Education were invekigations of
instruction in English, social studies, science, mathematics,
foreign language, music and flit; and physical education and
hesith. EaCh study was, pointed toward examination of
available courses of study and the recommendation's con-
tained in them on -such subjects as objectives, organization,
content, find teaching procedures. Thé quotations and dis-
cussions which follow indicate reiearch investigations needtd
in the subject fields mentioned abOve.

Eng1i8h.The author of the monográph on Instruction in
English suggests the following problems.for consideration:8

.1. What should be the relationship of high-school English tp
the general òbjectives of secondary education?

2. How far does the present program in composition and in
sliterature meet the present or the future needs of adoles-

. cent 134s or girls?
3. To what objectives other than mere correctness should

the composition courses contribute?.
. i, To what extent does the prpsent program in English

grammar influence speech afid writing.? What is its
relative importance in an ovsèrcrowded program of
instruction?

5. Granted that a pupil is of low intelligence and has but a
year or tyro to remain in scbool, what program of English
mstructioil 'will contribute most to his future welfare and
efficiency? _ .

6. What is preparation for college that is, wliat are the actual
demands of higher institutions? To what extent should
they domina*secondary school piactice?

7. Is thete a:Common body of literary _materials with which
all pupils should be familiar?

8. What are minimum mentialeand on what bases should
they. .be selected?

9. .Granted that the major objectives of the teaching of liter-
ature are breadth of experience and interests, and a habit
of lifelong associatiO with good books, what literature

t",

See also thp 114th' Yearbook of the National Sodeiy for the Study of Education. 'In the
chapter entitled "Diagnosis of Difficulties in English", DoriV. Smith, author of .aonograph
No. 20, gives &Bit of needed research studies.
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content and- what methods of classroom, instruction arebest calculated to achieve these ends?

Social studies.The schools have accepted the obligation
to emphasize Ainerican principles pf government. 'The
social-studies subjects wbich have thé:jargest registrations
are, in order: American history and government, world his-

.

tory, and vommunity civics. It will be noted that the first
and thirdof -these deal with American institutions of govern-.

ment.
The grade placement of different sooial-studies materials

and experiences is a perplexing problem. No pronounced
unaiiimity exists with regard to -grade placement of the
pfincipal subjects in the social-studies field; and when the
content of the social-studies curriculum as a' whole is con.:
sidered, the' amount- of overlapping and duylication is very
appirent. Here, because of the frequent 6hanges and the
=standardized nature of the content, research needs more
than in any other subject field to show the way toward
correlation and integration.

Since so much of social experience should be gained -out--
side of bboks, it becomes especially significant to determine
with precision which elements fray most effectively 4be
gained or strengthened through contacts with organizations
and ihrough participation in extracurriculum -activities.
Moreover, the related practice of marking pupils ()it Civic
traits and school citizenship involves careful 6nsideration
of -values and dangers. inherent in ratings (:,13. attitudes,
ideals, and opiniohs.

In chapter II of Monograph No. 21 are listed a number
of problems with regard to social studies. In a letter writ-

, ten aftAr the appearance of the monograph, William G. Kim-
11161, the author, suggests the following problems for investi-
gation by those conducting research in the social studies:
1. Extended and in'tensive analyses of materials in textbooks,syllabi, and the like in terms of values in Content generallyweed upon by specialists in content.
2. Evaluation of all kinds of teacher aids, pupil aids, work-

books, etc., again in terms of .values ih colltent.
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3. Investigations of visual aids of all types, with intensive
analyses of their accuracy, worth, and feasibility.

4. The possibilities and limitations of the radio in ternis of the
social studies, especially with respect to syrmb6lism, propa-
gand4, distortions of materials, and the like.

5. The "unit" as a plan for organization of materials.
6. The education needed by prospective and present social-

studies teachers in general, special, and professional fields.

The chapter on summary and conclusion implies through-

out the need for fundamental studies on co-mbinations of

subjects, arrangement of materials, and sequence of courses

in the social-studies field. Fusion courses in the junior
high school and in problems of American democracy, 1-year
worfd history and 2-year sequences in European history,
minimum and optional assignments, methods of teaching

and testing, supplementary reading lists, and the relatiop-
-ships of the social studies to contemporary life and to
national ails' international affairs are problems which call
for much more research than has been done.

Science.The conclusions of significance to future re-
search reached from the, examination of courses of study
in science are reported by Wilbur L. Beauchamp in Mono-

, graph No. 22 as follows:

The analysis of courses of study and classroom observation
indicate certain practices which may be considered as' inno-
vating and hence should be carefully examinéd and evaluated
by those who are engaged in curriculum building and who
are desirous of improving instruction in science. These
practices 'are as follows: ve

(a) A shift has occurred from the organization of courses
in terms of topics and subtopics to organization around cer-
tain major ideals or concepts. These id6as may be g,eneral-
izations or principles of science or imp6rtant ideas underlying
the understanding and pontrol of certain phases of man's
environznent.

(b) A shift has taken place from the topical method of
developing a topic to the problem method of devOopident.
Each problem is focused on some important idea or general.:
ization of science.

(c) A greater emphasis on the interpretation of the en-
vironment is observed in the more recent courses. This is
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indicated in the comes in physics and chemistry by a more
marked .emphasis on the qualitative aspects of the science
with an accompanying decrease ifi emphasis on the quantita-
tive asppcts.

(d) A widespread use of illustrative material supplied by
newspapers, magazines, and Government btilletins was also
'observed in all science classes.

(e) The use of the classroom period for oral recitations has
been replaced to a considerable extent by the use of the period
for study purposes under the supervision of the teacher.

(f) The introduction of materials to serve as study guides
is apparently widespread. These take the form of muneo-
graphed guide sheets, containing directions for study and
exercises to solve, and commercially printed work books. A
study of the guide sheets indicate that the first formulation
usually consists of a 1: e number of questions focused on the
various facts presen in the text. A marked similarity
exists between these questions and the questions asked by the
teacher in the oral recitation. Revision of this first set of
guide sheets usually results in a great reduction in the num-
ber of exercises. The exercises of the revision are centered
on ideas involving the use of facts rather than upon the
accumulation of a series of facts. Work books vary in their
emphasis. Some of them have not evolved past the first
stage of development. The use of wo* sheets and work
books undoubtedly has resulted in a greater emphasis oh
pupil activity and a consequent decrease in teacher activity.

(g) The more recent courses of study include a much
greater number and variety of suggestions for teaching
than the older comes. This, appears to be a recognition
of the principle that the products of a given course are larely .

'dependent upon the method employed. This is a distinct
shift from the older viewpoint which assumed that a course
of study consiEuted solely in the enumeration of the content to
be covered.

(h) Teacher or pupil demonstration has replaced individual
experimentation to a marked degree in 'the junior high school.
A great increase in the use of the demonstration is also observ-
able in the specialized kience courses.

(i) The laboratory work in the specialized sciences has,
in the past, often been divorced from the work in the text-
book. The organizatiorkof courses in terms of problems
requ a

textbook,
synthesis of de laboratory results and data from

the has unified these two aspects of instruction.
s The solution of problems has been elevated to the focus of
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attention. The data obtained from the laboratory apd the
_textbook are thus used as sources of data. This has resulted
in signe schools in a decrea.sed emphasis upon the formal
record of laboratory experiments. This shift in emphasis
has been accelerated by the use of the demonstration
method.

(j) More attention is Wing given to visual aids than ever
before. Experiments have shown the value of films and
slides for imparting information. In some schools a large
portion of the instruction is carried on through visual aids.
It appears that there is some d : s !er that too great an empha-
sis upon visual material may neg ect two of the fundamental
oNectives of science teaching, namely, the inculcation of the
sciPntific attitude and increased efficiency in critical thinking.

This list of innovating practices does not necessarily
indicate the changes which ghould 1r brought about in the
teaching of science. The trends do, however, disclose the
variations from the dominant practice which may well result
in progress and which, as already stated, should be given
careful consideration by those who are undertaking the
improvement of instruction in science at the secondary-
school love'.

In a letter Dr. Beauchamp comments as follows on studies
especially needed in the teaching of science:
1. Investigations made concerning the relative efficiency of

individual laboratory work and classroom recitation have
assumed that the major function of the laboratory is to
illustrate and clarify principles and facts of science. Tests
which were d4vised measured this aspect almost exclu-
sively. Laboratory work should also focus on increasing
accuracy of observation, increased ability to use data and
knowledge in drawing conclusions, and mcreasing ability
to check the conclusions drawn. Before we discard
individual laboratory work, investigations should be made
measuring the relative value of individual work and
demonstration in attaining these objectives.

2. Our courses in science attempt to teach a large number of
principles. For example, the typical high-school course
m physics presents 90 -principles. Usually these are
merely taught to the point of apprehension, that is, to the
point where the pupil catches the idea. If a principle is
usable, the pupil requires a great deal of practice using
the prmciple as a basis of explaining his environment.
Investigations should be made to discover the amount
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of practice required really to master a principle and to
discover how many principles can be taught effectively
during a school year.

3. One of the major aims of the' teaching of science is an
increased ability to use the scientific method. Very little
attention is focused, directly on this ability in the major-
ity Qf classrooms. It is assumed that it is an automatic
concomitant of the study of scienceo , Investigations
concerning the possibility of increasing ability to employ
the scientific method by direct focus upon it should be
made.

Mathematic 8 .2The National Committee on Mathematical
Requirements in its report on The Reorganizatión of Math-
ematics in Secondary Education, issued in 1923, recommended-
that mathematics be a required subject in grades 7, 8, and 9,
and that the courses be reorganized to include materials not
usually found in pure arithmetic and algebra courses. The
extent to which this recommendation has beeri followed,
botl3 as regards the character of the courses and the require-
ment that all pupils take them, offers an important field for
investigation. Such limited studies as have been made
seem to indicate that the recommendation has not been
extensively adopted by the schools. If thorough canvass
of the situation should show this to be the- case, it would
indicate that clearer evidence needs tc, be presented to
educators as to the results secuxed from organization accord-, ing to the plan recommended by the committee.

A movement is present in the mathematics field looking
toward teaching the essentials of inathematics used in
everyday life and omitting other materials except for those
whose later caretrs will call for specialized knowledge of
mathematics. While progress has been made, much work
of an evaluative character needs yet to be done in developing
differentiated work for thoge intending to follow walks of
life in which specialized training in mathematics is not
necessary, for those who are not going to college but expect
to follow some pursuit calling for the practical use of mathe-
nudes, and for those who plan to enter college and prepare
themselves for some profession involving the use of higher
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mathematics. The aspects of mathematics needed for these
different types of life careers have not been de'termined with
sufficient accuracy. Mter the topics are determined there
remain still the problems of organization and sequence' bi
order that the materials may be most advantageously placed
and developed both for further study, such as in subsequent
science and mathematics courses, and for life careers.

No special 'listing of topics for investigation appears in the
Survey Monograph on Instruction in Mathematics. How-
ever, the treatment accorded the fallowing topics implies
strongly 'that they offer 'fruitful fieldq for research:

Objectives, especially disci mary aims.
Work which should be required in rdathematics.
Order of topics.
Values of separate courses and of fused mathematics courses.
Correlation with other subject fields.
Developinent aild testing of yisual aids, practice methods,

reteaching and relearning materialat. and uhit plans of
teaching.

Foreign languages Two extensive studiés, fiamely, the
Classical Investigation and, the Modem Foreign Languai*
Study, have exerted finportant influences on educational
prättices in Latin and modem langu :4: ; this is especially
true in the case of the classical intrestigatipn whfch has been
published for a sufficiently long time, to make its. influence
felt in the schpols. The time is ripe for ,a more thorough
evaluation tilan has as yet been made of the results secured
in Latin classes operating on the reorganized plan.

The grade placement of foreign languages is a prqblem
which neéds further investigation. This also should be an
evaluational study siiice the answer to the problem is cer-,

tainly not to be found in the 'present practicts of schools;
the time, for beginning study of the various foreign lmiguages
ranges all the *ay from the Eieventh to the eleventh grade.
In connection with investigations to determine the time for
beginning the study of foreign languages it is well to remember
that the èffects and results of such study in the junior high
school probably extends much krther than is reveakd by a
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tabulation of the number of years pupils thlis initiated into
foreign language study continue the subject.

In the junior high schools is a large variety of exploratory
and general language courses. Judgments regarding the
values of these are approximately as diverse as the courses
theifiselves. Research may with reason be expected to sup-
ply in the near future a better evaluation of these courses
and their possibilities for improvement than the school
administrator can find at the present, time. Similarly
appraisal needs to be made of the values attaching to foreign
language courses covering various periods of time. Fox,
instance, credit is not ordinaiily allowed for less than*2 years
of study of a foreign language, it is pertinent to inquire
whether credit should not be granted for 1 year of foreign
language study or, on the other hand, why the mininnun
requirement should not be raised to 3 or 4 years.

Dr. Helen M. Eddy, the authorof Monograph No. 24, in a let-
ter suggests the following specific studies in modern languages:

1. Compilation of frequency lists of forms, and syntaxmaterial needed for the development of reading ability.2. Compilation of lists of the vocabulary, forms, and syntaxmaterial necessary for the development of a minimumadequate speaking and viting ability.
3. Compilation of basic vocabulary lists that take intoaccount the semantic character of words.
4. Further experimentation to determine student knowledgeof cognates in the various modem languages.
45. Selection and organization of material to teach the cul-tural objectives.
6. Continuation of the production of scientifically graded

4' reading material in the various languages.
7. Continuation of experimentation for developing methodsof acquiring reading ability.
8. Experiments to determine the relative value of intensiveand extensive retding.
9. Experiments to determine the amount of oral and auraltraining advisable in a course in which the primary

objective is development of the ability to read the foreign
language.

10. Continuation of experimentation in the field of the psy-
chology of language learning.
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11. Further refinement of testa to measure achievement at
progressive stages in the development of reading ability.

12. Construction of reading tests which will adequately test
ability to comprehend the thought of a par::. aph as a
whole, rather than single words, phrases, an sentences
in a contextual setting.

13. Tests to measure attainment of the cultural objectives.

Similarly, the following problems are suggested for the
attention of those conducting research in Latin:

1. Investigation as to whether extensive or intensive reading
, is the most effective way to bring about reading knowl-

edge of Latin.
2. Experimentation to detetmine the effktiveness of a rec-

ognition knowledge only of vocabulary, forms, and syn-
tax for acquiring the ability to read Latin.

3. Comp: 'son of the functional vemus the formal method
of tea g the elements of Latin, the criierion being
read' knowledge measured both by translation and
tests on comprehension.

4. Experimentation to determine the value of writing
English into Latin for acquiring the ability to read Latin.

5. Experimentation in the production of scientifically c+n-
structed and correctly -graded reading material.

6. Construction of frequency lists in vocabulary, forms,
and syntax from a wide range of Latin literature, taking
into account range as well as frequency.

7. Compilation of difficulty lists for words, forms, and con-
structions as shown by the actual errors of students on

ir objective tests.
8. A study of pupil knowledge of Latin-Vnglish cognates

with a view to determining what Latin words the pupil
will be assumed to know from his knowledge of English.

9. Experimentation to evaluate the effectiveness of the
"oral" method in gaining a reading knowledge of Latin.

111' Continued experimentation as to the most effective
method-a presenting and °learning new Latin words.

11. The development of tests to measure a recognition
knowledge of forms and constructions.

12. The further refinement of objective tests to measure
ability to read Latin.

Music and art.The fine arts as curriculum material are

much newer than fields'already treated; consequently courses

in music and art are standardized to a lesser extent than in
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the older subjects and the.body of available research is more
limited. Aside from investigations relating to values of
different coumes, content of courses, required work, tests,
and the like, opportunity exists for study of objectives of
fine arts which differ somewhat from those emphasized in
other subjectypelds. Fine arts are justified to considerable
extent on aesthetic, emotional, and ethical grounds; and
they presumably contritute in a marked way to education
for leisure-time pursuits. To what extent these objectives
are attained or may be attained through school work in the
fine arts, both required and elective, is a subject for In-
vestigation by the research specialist.

The author of that part of Monograph No. 25 which deals
with music made no special listing of subjects for investiga-
tion, but the following quotation points the way to-certain
problems for study:

.
.ge,

47_-While working out the appropriate offering and methods,it seems further desirable to select a nomenclature which .#

is descriptive ef all courses carrying the same subject matter.
The 96 courses of study examined for this report revealed
54 different titles for music courses offered in the secondary .

school, whil9 38 coursès bore no specific designation, Anal- v
ysis of courges in many cases showed duPlication of materials ,

with only the nomehclature being different. There is also
little agreement in the time allotted to the same offerings in ,
different schools. Credit allowance shows like disparity. .

Two paragraphs of a letter received from Anne E. Pierce,
author of the part of Monograph No. 25, dealing with music,.

,are so rich in suggestion that they are quoted here:
The entire music program soffers rich opportunity to the

research worker. What courses are essential? How should
th6y be worked out? In general, what should be the con-
tent? What shoiild be the objectives of music training in
secondary schools and how should they be Worded so as to
explain to all just what is to be accomplished? How should
courses be worked into the school day? What courses are
desirable for the small high school, for the larger onef
What credit should be given for music work? How can
individual differences be cared for in the music class?
Methods and materials should be carefully studied to dis-
cover what is worth while and what is not. The general
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music class in junior high school is usually an example of
poor teaching in music. Much should be dace on this level.

Specific topics that might be mentioned are: Pupils' in-
terestg in music at different age levels (what son! they like
to sing, what instrumental compositions app to them);
music reading; creative music (original compositions) ; in-
strumental class instruction (how to teach all instrumtnts
in one class, how to care for beginning pupils in the ba,nd

and orchestra, along with more advanced Olayers); vocal

problems (range of, voices at different periods, how to de-
velop correct mtonation in a choral organization, how to
help the problem singer sometimes called the monotone,
how to teach yoke in classes) ; integration of music with

other subjects; radio in the classroom.

In the part dealing with art the following investigations

are listed:
1. (a) A comprehensive study of the art curficulum as it

exists in sgcondary schools; (b) research on the extent to
which a knowledge and appreciation of art functions in
adult life; (c) the development of a proposed curriculum
based on this research (a beginning toward this was
made in Minneapolis in 1932).

2. A study of the mfluence of training on ability in art by
comparison of paired groups of those who do not take
art with those who take it in The high school. This
study would also include a comparison of different methods
of instruction.

3. A study in methods to determine how to conserve self-

%
expression and creativeness typical of the elementary-
school child and still gain skill in technical values of
which pupils in secondary schools feel need.

4. Research in the psychology of self-ex ression, imagina-
tion, and creativeness, including an is of these ex-

periences, leading toward the development of tests for
their discovery in pupils, and expor*gis to determine
methods to develop ttiese qualities. ,`

Among additional Teseaith studies in art education sug-

gested by Robert S. Fitilpert, authpr of t e part of Monograph

No. 25 dealing with art, are the follo :

1. The cUrrent .aims and objectives of art education in the
high schools.

44

2. The needs for art information and art skills in the daily
life of high-school pupili.

s.
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3. Revision of terminology pertaining to art eaucation.
4. A technique of art instruction which will carry the ex-

periendes of the children beyond the schoolroom.
5. Degrees to which it is advisable and profitable to require

teachers of the accepted and established high-school
subjects to add art instruction to their teaching, not as a
separate and specialized subject, but as an integral part
of traditional subjects.

6. Degrees to which empliasis should be placed on:

Enjoyment and appreciation of art wherever found.
Originality in manipulative activitiesdesign, drawings,
etc.
Feeling and emotional content.
"History" of the art heritage from the past.
Correlation and integration with the established school
subjects. .

7. Degrees to which the manipulatiye activities in art classes
should be supplanted by "lectures", discussions, and re-
quired readings similar to ''assignments in other high-
school subjects.

8. Studies to detérmine whether there are relationships
between:

Appreciation and Art.
Appreciation in one art with another (music and art).

Ilealth and physical education.The subjects of health and
physical education are also comparative newcomers in the
curriculum organization. There are, therefore, numerous
opportunities offered for significant studies on features which
have already been canvassed to a considerable extept in older
subjécts.

In addition these subjects are sufficiently different in char-
acter from the usual curriculum "subjects to call for investiga-
tions of somewhat distinct type. Evaluation of course con-
tent here as with other subjects is in order, but intiiddition
there.k the problem of program content vkich includes
numiibous health services and activities not to be confused
with classwork. Moreover, studies are needed in course
organization and program organization, relationship between
the health program and physical education, relationship of
both to the athletic program, personnel, services to be sup-
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plied and activities to be engaged in, contests, equipment,
and tests and examinations designed to measure both the
condition and the progress of individual pupils,

The last paragraph in ,Monograph No. 28 points the-way
to twp important groups of problems which in the judgment
of the author will occupy the attention of workers in physical
education and health:

Two shortcomings were reported by workers in health
and physical education more frequently than any others.
These probably indicate the trend which work in this field
will take ip the future. They are the tasks which lie ahead.
One of these shortcomings is the. lack of effective programs
of correction in physical education and of proper follow-up
to' facts brought to light through various tests and physical
examinations. The other shortcoming is the failure to meas-
ure the effectiveness of the general programs in this field,
the:methods of instruction, and the material's used;

s

The Extracurricuhun

The extracurrioitum has had a varipd development. Intio-
duced apologeticallY, almost surreptitiously, it has taken on
more and mortrespectability, until nifty many of its pro-
ponents support it for inclusion in the regular daily schedule
of the schogi. There are, of course, those who, remembering
well Its coMition in bygone days, regard it witll suspicion
and only grudgingly give-it a place even olitside the school day.

Some activities originally regarded as extrabiu-riculum in
nature have by, changing their names and dressing up in
different clothes presented a sufficiently good appearance to
be accepted in the best curriculum circles. - Many courses in
dramatic art, journalism, and public speaking would in days
gone by have been called by such names 'as class or school
plays, school paper or school annual, and debate; as 'such
they would have been considered extracurriculum ha char-

. acter and would have competed with onp ano% tiler for the
timé which pupils could give to them oiltside the school day.
It wotild seem that as good Qpportunity is presented for com-
paring the differing conditions and effectiveness with which
they exist Ind operate, sinie some schools now admit them
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in'to the curriculum while others still regard them as extra-
curriculum.

Where attitude's are so diverse and judgments so varied,
research has* a special responsibility for supplying rOiable
data on which programs' can be built and defended.. An
unuual opportunity exists for checking of -ralues achieved
against TSalues claimed for the extracurriculum. One of the
chapters in Monograph No. 26 closes with the statemel;t
that the anitlysis of pra6tices "reveals a decided need for
self-examination and internal evaluation designea to ascer-
tain the extent to which the maximum benefits of the activ-
ities are realized for thoyupils through'present programs and
to lay the foundatim foi substantial improvement in those
progratns."

A tecjlniqtie described in chapter V 9f Monogaph No. 26
supplies a measure of the value of activities throtai ascertain:
ing the extent of carry-o* of-participatión from high school
to college and adG11 life. Additional studies of this type slioiild
prove valuable. In addition, Present values of participation
in extracurriculurft activities shmild not be overlooked.

The extent and variety of activities 'have' probably been
canvassed sufficiently well by recent investigators. The facts
regarapg participation have also been adequately gathered,
but the Methods by which both overparticipation and non-
liaTticipation may be avoi,ded are in need of further study.

Contests growing out of extracurriculum activities are a
controversial feature. Their values are tiequently drawn' in

estion and certain .types. orbòiiteks suck as interscholftsti9
baketball for e s are r4ther generálly condemned by health
authoritks. Resea I; needs to be awarè, howeNier, that mere
eliniination of contes in one or several or all fields does not
constitute a solution o the problem. The competitive spirit

, is .strong an nas mucn o justuy ; certainly it canno e
ignored. If iesearch sho* decide that contests, hs we have
them, sho'uld.be elimi,natedSor greatly restricted and modified,

, research must also take re i onsibility for developing sub-
stitutea for contests. Such contests as are retained offer
special proLiems,
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-1,n Monograph No. 27 the following research undertakings
in intramural athletics are mentioned specifically:

1. Careful study of intramural athletkactivities in secondary
q schools having enrollments of 100 to 300 pupils.
2. How to organize and.promote games having lane carry-

, over value, and games designed to take carp of pupils tot
-included in contesting groups.

3. The correct placement of tames by grades,
4. Eretermination of the maximum number of: coiitests in in-

dividual sports in certain sized schools'," in keeping with
the goal of self-directed free play. 4

5. Careful evaluation of plans for the organization and ad-
ministration of intramural sports programs, of systems of
finandal control, of personnel arrangements, and of the
contribution of certain games to projected goals.

In table 31 of this same monograph is presented a list of
problems pertaining to interscholastic athletics reported by
327 ietected schools. The following comment on the table
indicates the problems which are most frequ'ently encoun-
tered at present and which probably are most in need of
attentipii, by research workers:

. . Abcordirq to these data, the, oiktatanding difficulty
connected with a program of interscholagtié athleti6s is the
fact that, toc; 'few pupils derive benefit. This problem is at
present troublesome to more second: schools (160) than
any of the 27 other problems listed. One hundred aqd one
schools indicate that there is,a tendency at present for
their communitie33 to rate the success of the s6hool. in terms of
athletic success. Six other ppoblems rank comparatively
high wheii the number +5,choots repiorting them to be
prevalent problems is considered. *These are (1) cónduct a

of spectators' during csintests; (2) -15upil tranwortation
and the. conduct of -pupils on trips; (3), ellgibility
pants; (4) detraaion from school work; (5) physical hazards
to contestants; and (6) encroachment on .fichool time,

0

,

The: viewpoint that the educational pr6gram should be
...zegaided a unified whole óf which the.suliiculum and the*

' 'extracurriculuni are important parts in4vo1ve's the research
worker in ca hoit of problems related tic; "snip courses, credit
allowance,, time assignmen tsi requirements for graduation;

4
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and minifnum and maximum participation. While the status
in these and other regards has been investigated on a number
of occasions, the advantages and disadvantages of various .

practices still remain largely matters for subjective judgment,
and decisions regarding extracurriculum policy are con;
sequently too strongly condition'ed by the experience or in-
experience of school administrators or by the assumption
that the majority way is the best possible way.

The relationsbips of health programs, physical :education,
intram . ,athletics, and interscholastic athletics offer
interesting problenis for research.. It woue appear from
Monograph Nos. 27 and 28 'that solutiop for many of the
problems respecting coaches and coaching, compétitior%
between unevenly matched pupils, training for teams, th--'
letics for girls, corrective exercise, and the like tá be
found in a close integration, of programs arid personnel in
health and physical work. Careful eluation of results in
schools operating on different, plan-s *ill indicate', to what
extent such a conclusion is justified.

Conclusion

The discussions of research problems- in the pages ivhich
precede have not been developed with any thought that they
are comprehensive_ and 411 inclusive.' They are problems
withiti the Adds treated in the National Survey of Secondary
Education .which -Eire not adequately 'solved by present
rese. arch and still are judged to be susceptible of solution in.
whole or in parkby available techniques or by new metifodi
that .can be developed om inkymartion .and experience Aat
hand. It is hoped that t may pro4suggestive to research
workers °and ,that, the manuscript may have.some influence

. in directing concerted attention on some -of the important
O problems in the `uncharted,. changing, and growing field of
secondAry education.

In February ,1937 Ihti National Committee on Research in Secondary Education released
a mimeographed circular entitled "Problems and Qiiesttans in Secundary Education Sug-
gested for Investigation." It lists nearly 1,000 suggestions for research studies gathered from.
school administrators, college professors, and other students of resegrch.
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